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• Exclusive processes 
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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perturbative QCD, hard scales:  
• large c, b mass 
• large c, b pT



c/b-tagging
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• jets of b, c quarks via single lepton tags or displaced vertices: 

• long heavy-flavoured hadron lifetime: large impact parameter of decay (lepton) tracks wrt. primary vertex 

• large heavy-flavoured hadron mass: broad PT,rel wrt. jet direction or large invariant mass of secondary vertexμ

• double tags 

• μ and D* 

• 2 leptons

efficient at large b, c-quark transverse momentum pT

access to lower b, c-quark transverse momentum pT

x xx

x xx

•       + full reconstructionc ! D, D⇤
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2
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m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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@ NLO in 𝛼S

1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.

4

1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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says it is suppressed due to large b 
mass. In any case, for direct process: 
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
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@ NLO in 𝛼S

1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =
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b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2
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leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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1 Introduction

In ep collisions at HERA beauty quarks are mainly produced as bb̄ pairs via the fusion of a
quasi-real photon emitted by the incoming electron (or positron) and a gluon of the proton
as depicted in figure 1a. This process is referred to as direct or pointlike and can be calculated
using perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) due to the large scale provided by the mass
of the heavy b-quark and the correspondingly small coupling !s. Resolved processes where
the photon fluctuates into a hadronic state before undergoing a hard collision, as indicated in
figure 1b, are expected to be largely suppressed compared to the direct production process,
because of the large b-quark mass. Due to the dominance of the direct process over the resolved
process, the production of b-quarks in ep collisions at HERA is an excellent testing ground for
QCD predictions.
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Figure 1: Generic leading order diagrams for bb̄ production in ep collisions. The diagram a) is
referred to as direct or pointlike, the diagram b) is referred to as resolved or hadronlike.

Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =

!

m2
b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2

!

m2
b + PT (b)2,

leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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Theory uncertainties in the prediction of the cross section, which are mainly related to the
renormalisation and factorisation scales, are expected to be smaller for beauty production than
for charm production. The study of beauty photoproduction near threshold is of particular
theoretical interest as the only hard scale in this process is provided by the b-quark mass, and
other scales like the photon virtuality (Q2 ! 0GeV2 in photoproduction) or the transverse
momentum of the b-quark can be neglected.

At HERA the beauty cross section in photoproduction ep " e bb̄X has been measured by
the H1 [1–5] and ZEUS [6–12] collaborations and compared to calculations [13–15] at next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD, performed in the fixed flavour number scheme in which the beauty
quark is treated as massive. In general the predictions using the factorisation and renormali-
sation scale µR = µF =
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b + PT (b)2 do not agree well with the data. In particular at low

values of the transverse momentum of the beauty quarks PT (b) ! 0GeV, i.e. in the phase space
region where the only hard scale involved is the b-quark massmb, the measurements show a ten-
dency to lie above the prediction. The choice of a lower scale, µR = µF = 1/2
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leads to a better agreement of the prediction with the data [16].

In the present analysis a measurement of the differential beauty cross section at HERA in
photoproduction as function of the quadratically averaged transverse momentum of the pro-
duced beauty quarks, d"/d#PT (b)$, is made down to the bb̄-production threshold, using a novel
technique based on low momentum electron identification.
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<latexit sha1_base64="m2rfW0OhUDkTcGIQTieagXWgf5c=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNiNgjkGvHiMYB6QLGF20kmGzM5uZmYDYcl3ePGgiFc/xpt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BbHg2rjut7OxubW9s5vby+8fHB4dF05OGzpKFMM6i0SkWgHVKLjEuuFGYCtWSMNAYDMY3c/95gSV5pF8MtMY/ZAOJO9zRo2V/LCbsutg1pE4Jm63UHRL7gJknXgZKUKGWrfw1elFLAlRGiao1m3PjY2fUmU4EzjLdxKNMWUjOsC2pZKGqP10cfSMXFqlR/qRsiUNWai/J1Iaaj0NA9sZUjPUq95c/M9rJ6Zf8VMu48SgZMtF/UQQE5F5AqTHFTIjppZQpri9lbAhVZQZm1PehuCtvrxOGuWSd1MqP94Wq5UsjhycwwVcgQd3UIUHqEEdGIzhGV7hzZk4L86787Fs3XCymTP4A+fzBxKfkZs=</latexit>

pT ⇠ mc,b
<latexit sha1_base64="01T1gNqtYsbI03pPG/9WQCQ+DZU=">AAAB+XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCBym7VbDHghePFfoF7bJk07QNTbJLki2Upf/EiwdFvPpPvPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMixLOtPG8b6ewtb2zu1fcLx0cHh2fuKdnbR2nitAWiXmsuhHWlDNJW4YZTruJolhEnHaiycPC70yp0iyWTTNLaCDwSLIhI9hYKXTdJGyivmYCiTAjN9E8dMtexVsCbRI/J2XI0Qjdr/4gJqmg0hCOte75XmKCDCvDCKfzUj/VNMFkgke0Z6nEguogW14+R1dWGaBhrGxJg5bq74kMC61nIrKdApuxXvcW4n9eLzXDWpAxmaSGSrJaNEw5MjFaxIAGTFFi+MwSTBSztyIyxgoTY8Mq2RD89Zc3Sbta8W8r1ae7cr2Wx1GEC7iEa/DhHurwCA1oAYEpPMMrvDmZ8+K8Ox+r1oKTz5zDHzifP63pkwI=</latexit>

u

s

d
b,c

massless scheme

pT � mc,b
<latexit sha1_base64="s9jaLk/8ctNrJKB1CnQ1BmOXoio=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetHox69LBbBg5SkCvZY8OKxQr+gDWGz3aRLd5OwuxFq6C/x4kERr/4Ub/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgpQzpR3n29rY3Nre2S3tlfcPDo8q9vFJVyWZJLRDEp7IfoAV5SymHc00p/1UUiwCTnvB5G7u9x6pVCyJ23qaUk/gKGYhI1gbybcrqd9GwyhCws/JVTDz7apTcxZA68QtSBUKtHz7azhKSCZorAnHSg1cJ9VejqVmhNNZeZgpmmIywREdGBpjQZWXLw6foQujjFCYSFOxRgv190SOhVJTEZhOgfVYrXpz8T9vkOmw4eUsTjNNY7JcFGYc6QTNU0AjJinRfGoIJpKZWxEZY4mJNlmVTQju6svrpFuvude1+sNNtdko4ijBGZzDJbhwC024hxZ0gEAGz/AKb9aT9WK9Wx/L1g2rmDmFP7A+fwDH8JJ9</latexit>

mc,b = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="X74nK2+JomkBoUdO1NrrDz4igdg=">AAAB8nicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVJwIWWmCnYjFNy4rGAfMB1KJs20oUlmSO4IZehnuHGhiFu/xp1/Y9rOQlsPBA7n5HLPPWEiuAHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGPiVFPWprGIdS8khgmuWBs4CNZLNCMyFKwbTu7mfveJacNj9QjThAWSjBSPOCVgJV8OMnoZzvAtdgfliltzF8DrxMtJBeVoDcpf/WFMU8kUUEGM8T03gSAjGjgVbFbqp4YlhE7IiPmWKiKZCbJF5BmuWmWIo1jbpwAv1N8TGZHGTKWNVpUExmbVm4v/eX4KUSPIuEpSYIouF0WpwBDj+f14yDWjIKaWEKq5zYrpmGhCwbZUsiV4qyevk0695l3V6g/XlWYjr6OIztA5ukAeukFNdI9aqI0oitEzekVvDjgvzrvzsfxacPKZU/QHzucP1M+QRA==</latexit>

combination of both: 
general-mass  
variable flavour  
number scheme 
(GMVFNS)



100 GeV < W�p < 285 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="hxTnf815Cf8UKfpbeWl2xPDiNT4=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/h1ammzGARBCHdRMYWFYKGlgkmEJIS9zVyyuHt37M6J4bgfYeNfsbFQxNbCzn/j5qOIxgcDj/dmmJkXJFIY9LxvZ2Z2bn5hcWm5sLK6tr7hbm7VTJxqDlUey1jfBsyAFBFUUaCE20QDU4GEenB3PvDr96CNiKMb7CfQUqwbiVBwhlZquwe+5zURHjCjF1DLT+vtrNllSjGa5KflyjGdMNtu0St5Q9Bp4o9JkYxx1Xa/mp2Ypwoi5JIZ0/C9BFsZ0yi4hLzQTA0kjN+xLjQsjZgC08qGT+V0zyodGsbaVoR0qE5OZEwZ01eB7VQMe+avNxD/8xophpVWJqIkRYj4aFGYSooxHSREO0IDR9m3hHEt7K2U95hmHG2OBRuC//flaVIrl/zDUvn6qHhWGcexRHbILtknPjkhZ+SSXJEq4eSRPJNX8uY8OS/Ou/Mxap1xxjPb5Beczx93kJ0u</latexit>

Q2 < 2 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="N1bMmso/YRWH0BQgC48KjKqJUBk=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49FLYxA8hZlRMAcPAQ96TMAskI2eTiVp0rPQXSMJQ37FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeH0uh0XG+rY3Nre2d3cxedv/g8OjYPsnVdJQoDlUeyUg1fKZBihCqKFBCI1bAAl9C3R/dzfz6EygtovARJzG0AzYIRV9whkbq2rlKx7v1WghjTOk91KYdr2vnnYIzB10n7pLkyRLlrv3V6kU8CSBELpnWTdeJsZ0yhYJLmGZbiYaY8REbQNPQkAWg2+n89im9MEqP9iNlKkQ6V39PpCzQehL4pjNgONSr3kz8z2sm2C+2UxHGCULIF4v6iaQY0VkQtCcUcJQTQxhXwtxK+ZApxtHElTUhuKsvr5OaV3CvCl7lOl8qLuPIkDNyTi6JS25IiTyQMqkSTsbkmbySN2tqvVjv1seidcNazpySP7A+fwCNjJNz</latexit>

Inclusive D* and dijet D*

6

|⌘(D⇤)| < 1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="T8GCQLQsAMzZvIz6egcB/mHlOXw=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAYhelh2o2IOHgJ68BjBPCBZwuxkNhky+2BmNhA2+RMvHhTx6p9482+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7i4v5kwq2/42cmvrG5tb+e3Czu7e/oF5eNSQUSIIrZOIR6LlYUk5C2ldMcVpKxYUBx6nTW94N/ObIyoki8InNY6pG+B+yHxGsNJS1zQnHapwKb2/mJ5Pbh3rumsWbcueA60SJyNFyFDrml+dXkSSgIaKcCxl27Fj5aZYKEY4nRY6iaQxJkPcp21NQxxQ6abzy6foTCs95EdCV6jQXP09keJAynHg6c4Aq4Fc9mbif147UX7FTVkYJ4qGZLHITzhSEZrFgHpMUKL4WBNMBNO3IjLAAhOlwyroEJzll1dJo2w5l1b58apYrWRx5OEETqEEDtxAFR6gBnUgMIJneIU3IzVejHfjY9GaM7KZY/gD4/MHsDGSWg==</latexit>

PT (D⇤) & 2 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="lm1+2USBHC2a8dpSqM9jw76se3A=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZaDAYhWoTdKJgyoKBlhLwgCWF2cpMMmX0wc1cMSxobf8XGQhFb/8HOv3HyKDR6YOBwzrncuceLpNDoOF9Waml5ZXUtvZ7Z2Nza3rF392o6jBWHKg9lqBoe0yBFAFUUKKERKWC+J6HuDS8nfv0OlBZhUMFRBG2f9QPRE5yhkTr2YblTyV2dnrT6aEI+LdAWwj0m9Bpq446ddfLOFPQvceckS+Yod+zPVjfksQ8Bcsm0brpOhO2EKRRcwjjTijVEjA9ZH5qGBswH3U6mV4zpsVG6tBcq8wKkU/XnRMJ8rUe+Z5I+w4Fe9Cbif14zxl6xnYggihECPlvUiyXFkE4qoV2hgKMcGcK4EuavlA+YYhxNcRlTgrt48l9SK+Tds3zh9jxbKs7rSJMDckRyxCUXpERuSJlUCScP5Im8kFfr0Xq23qz3WTRlzWf2yS9YH98+25ce</latexit>

e (27 GeV) p(920 GeV)

D*



100 GeV < W�p < 285 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="hxTnf815Cf8UKfpbeWl2xPDiNT4=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/h1ammzGARBCHdRMYWFYKGlgkmEJIS9zVyyuHt37M6J4bgfYeNfsbFQxNbCzn/j5qOIxgcDj/dmmJkXJFIY9LxvZ2Z2bn5hcWm5sLK6tr7hbm7VTJxqDlUey1jfBsyAFBFUUaCE20QDU4GEenB3PvDr96CNiKMb7CfQUqwbiVBwhlZquwe+5zURHjCjF1DLT+vtrNllSjGa5KflyjGdMNtu0St5Q9Bp4o9JkYxx1Xa/mp2Ypwoi5JIZ0/C9BFsZ0yi4hLzQTA0kjN+xLjQsjZgC08qGT+V0zyodGsbaVoR0qE5OZEwZ01eB7VQMe+avNxD/8xophpVWJqIkRYj4aFGYSooxHSREO0IDR9m3hHEt7K2U95hmHG2OBRuC//flaVIrl/zDUvn6qHhWGcexRHbILtknPjkhZ+SSXJEq4eSRPJNX8uY8OS/Ou/Mxap1xxjPb5Beczx93kJ0u</latexit>

Q2 < 2 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="N1bMmso/YRWH0BQgC48KjKqJUBk=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49FLYxA8hZlRMAcPAQ96TMAskI2eTiVp0rPQXSMJQ37FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeH0uh0XG+rY3Nre2d3cxedv/g8OjYPsnVdJQoDlUeyUg1fKZBihCqKFBCI1bAAl9C3R/dzfz6EygtovARJzG0AzYIRV9whkbq2rlKx7v1WghjTOk91KYdr2vnnYIzB10n7pLkyRLlrv3V6kU8CSBELpnWTdeJsZ0yhYJLmGZbiYaY8REbQNPQkAWg2+n89im9MEqP9iNlKkQ6V39PpCzQehL4pjNgONSr3kz8z2sm2C+2UxHGCULIF4v6iaQY0VkQtCcUcJQTQxhXwtxK+ZApxtHElTUhuKsvr5OaV3CvCl7lOl8qLuPIkDNyTi6JS25IiTyQMqkSTsbkmbySN2tqvVjv1seidcNazpySP7A+fwCNjJNz</latexit>

Inclusive D* and dijet D*

6

|⌘(D⇤)| < 1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="T8GCQLQsAMzZvIz6egcB/mHlOXw=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAYhelh2o2IOHgJ68BjBPCBZwuxkNhky+2BmNhA2+RMvHhTx6p9482+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7i4v5kwq2/42cmvrG5tb+e3Czu7e/oF5eNSQUSIIrZOIR6LlYUk5C2ldMcVpKxYUBx6nTW94N/ObIyoki8InNY6pG+B+yHxGsNJS1zQnHapwKb2/mJ5Pbh3rumsWbcueA60SJyNFyFDrml+dXkSSgIaKcCxl27Fj5aZYKEY4nRY6iaQxJkPcp21NQxxQ6abzy6foTCs95EdCV6jQXP09keJAynHg6c4Aq4Fc9mbif147UX7FTVkYJ4qGZLHITzhSEZrFgHpMUKL4WBNMBNO3IjLAAhOlwyroEJzll1dJo2w5l1b58apYrWRx5OEETqEEDtxAFR6gBnUgMIJneIU3IzVejHfjY9GaM7KZY/gD4/MHsDGSWg==</latexit>

PT (jet) > 3.5 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="/+hQ38ycyAJX5X0xT7kfLWethVk=">AAACCnicbVDJSgNBEO2Je9xGPXppDUK8hBmjmJMIHvQYwcRAMgw9nYpp7VnorhHDMGcv/ooXD4p49Qu8+Td2loPbg4LHe1VU1QsSKTQ6zqdVmJqemZ2bXyguLi2vrNpr600dp4pDg8cyVq2AaZAiggYKlNBKFLAwkHAZ3JwM/ctbUFrE0QUOEvBCdhWJnuAMjeTbW3X/opx1EO4wuwbM892jauWAjgV6Cs3ct0tOxRmB/iXuhJTIBHXf/uh0Y56GECGXTOu26yToZUyh4BLyYifVkDB+w66gbWjEQtBeNnolpztG6dJerExFSEfq94mMhVoPwsB0hgz7+rc3FP/z2in2al4moiRFiPh4US+VFGM6zIV2hQKOcmAI40qYWynvM8U4mvSKJgT398t/SXOv4lYre+f7pePaJI55skm2SZm45JAckzNSJw3CyT15JM/kxXqwnqxX623cWrAmMxvkB6z3L/wwmcY=</latexit>

PT (D⇤) & 2 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="lm1+2USBHC2a8dpSqM9jw76se3A=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZaDAYhWoTdKJgyoKBlhLwgCWF2cpMMmX0wc1cMSxobf8XGQhFb/8HOv3HyKDR6YOBwzrncuceLpNDoOF9Waml5ZXUtvZ7Z2Nza3rF392o6jBWHKg9lqBoe0yBFAFUUKKERKWC+J6HuDS8nfv0OlBZhUMFRBG2f9QPRE5yhkTr2YblTyV2dnrT6aEI+LdAWwj0m9Bpq446ddfLOFPQvceckS+Yod+zPVjfksQ8Bcsm0brpOhO2EKRRcwjjTijVEjA9ZH5qGBswH3U6mV4zpsVG6tBcq8wKkU/XnRMJ8rUe+Z5I+w4Fe9Cbif14zxl6xnYggihECPlvUiyXFkE4qoV2hgKMcGcK4EuavlA+YYhxNcRlTgrt48l9SK+Tds3zh9jxbKs7rSJMDckRyxCUXpERuSJlUCScP5Im8kFfr0Xq23qz3WTRlzWf2yS9YH98+25ce</latexit>

e (27 GeV) p(920 GeV)

D*



100 GeV < W�p < 285 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="hxTnf815Cf8UKfpbeWl2xPDiNT4=">AAACFHicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/h1ammzGARBCHdRMYWFYKGlgkmEJIS9zVyyuHt37M6J4bgfYeNfsbFQxNbCzn/j5qOIxgcDj/dmmJkXJFIY9LxvZ2Z2bn5hcWm5sLK6tr7hbm7VTJxqDlUey1jfBsyAFBFUUaCE20QDU4GEenB3PvDr96CNiKMb7CfQUqwbiVBwhlZquwe+5zURHjCjF1DLT+vtrNllSjGa5KflyjGdMNtu0St5Q9Bp4o9JkYxx1Xa/mp2Ypwoi5JIZ0/C9BFsZ0yi4hLzQTA0kjN+xLjQsjZgC08qGT+V0zyodGsbaVoR0qE5OZEwZ01eB7VQMe+avNxD/8xophpVWJqIkRYj4aFGYSooxHSREO0IDR9m3hHEt7K2U95hmHG2OBRuC//flaVIrl/zDUvn6qHhWGcexRHbILtknPjkhZ+SSXJEq4eSRPJNX8uY8OS/Ou/Mxap1xxjPb5Beczx93kJ0u</latexit>

Q2 < 2 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="N1bMmso/YRWH0BQgC48KjKqJUBk=">AAAB+3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb49FLYxA8hZlRMAcPAQ96TMAskI2eTiVp0rPQXSMJQ37FiwdFvPoj3vwbO8tBEx8UPN6roqqeH0uh0XG+rY3Nre2d3cxedv/g8OjYPsnVdJQoDlUeyUg1fKZBihCqKFBCI1bAAl9C3R/dzfz6EygtovARJzG0AzYIRV9whkbq2rlKx7v1WghjTOk91KYdr2vnnYIzB10n7pLkyRLlrv3V6kU8CSBELpnWTdeJsZ0yhYJLmGZbiYaY8REbQNPQkAWg2+n89im9MEqP9iNlKkQ6V39PpCzQehL4pjNgONSr3kz8z2sm2C+2UxHGCULIF4v6iaQY0VkQtCcUcJQTQxhXwtxK+ZApxtHElTUhuKsvr5OaV3CvCl7lOl8qLuPIkDNyTi6JS25IiTyQMqkSTsbkmbySN2tqvVjv1seidcNazpySP7A+fwCNjJNz</latexit>

Inclusive D* and dijet D*

6

|⌘(D⇤)| < 1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="T8GCQLQsAMzZvIz6egcB/mHlOXw=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfqx69DAYhelh2o2IOHgJ68BjBPCBZwuxkNhky+2BmNhA2+RMvHhTx6p9482+cJHvQxIKGoqqb7i4v5kwq2/42cmvrG5tb+e3Czu7e/oF5eNSQUSIIrZOIR6LlYUk5C2ldMcVpKxYUBx6nTW94N/ObIyoki8InNY6pG+B+yHxGsNJS1zQnHapwKb2/mJ5Pbh3rumsWbcueA60SJyNFyFDrml+dXkSSgIaKcCxl27Fj5aZYKEY4nRY6iaQxJkPcp21NQxxQ6abzy6foTCs95EdCV6jQXP09keJAynHg6c4Aq4Fc9mbif147UX7FTVkYJ4qGZLHITzhSEZrFgHpMUKL4WBNMBNO3IjLAAhOlwyroEJzll1dJo2w5l1b58apYrWRx5OEETqEEDtxAFR6gBnUgMIJneIU3IzVejHfjY9GaM7KZY/gD4/MHsDGSWg==</latexit>

PT (jet) > 3.5 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="/+hQ38ycyAJX5X0xT7kfLWethVk=">AAACCnicbVDJSgNBEO2Je9xGPXppDUK8hBmjmJMIHvQYwcRAMgw9nYpp7VnorhHDMGcv/ooXD4p49Qu8+Td2loPbg4LHe1VU1QsSKTQ6zqdVmJqemZ2bXyguLi2vrNpr600dp4pDg8cyVq2AaZAiggYKlNBKFLAwkHAZ3JwM/ctbUFrE0QUOEvBCdhWJnuAMjeTbW3X/opx1EO4wuwbM892jauWAjgV6Cs3ct0tOxRmB/iXuhJTIBHXf/uh0Y56GECGXTOu26yToZUyh4BLyYifVkDB+w66gbWjEQtBeNnolpztG6dJerExFSEfq94mMhVoPwsB0hgz7+rc3FP/z2in2al4moiRFiPh4US+VFGM6zIV2hQKOcmAI40qYWynvM8U4mvSKJgT398t/SXOv4lYre+f7pePaJI55skm2SZm45JAckzNSJw3CyT15JM/kxXqwnqxX623cWrAmMxvkB6z3L/wwmcY=</latexit>

PT (D⇤) & 2 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="lm1+2USBHC2a8dpSqM9jw76se3A=">AAACBXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5ZaDAYhWoTdKJgyoKBlhLwgCWF2cpMMmX0wc1cMSxobf8XGQhFb/8HOv3HyKDR6YOBwzrncuceLpNDoOF9Waml5ZXUtvZ7Z2Nza3rF392o6jBWHKg9lqBoe0yBFAFUUKKERKWC+J6HuDS8nfv0OlBZhUMFRBG2f9QPRE5yhkTr2YblTyV2dnrT6aEI+LdAWwj0m9Bpq446ddfLOFPQvceckS+Yod+zPVjfksQ8Bcsm0brpOhO2EKRRcwjjTijVEjA9ZH5qGBswH3U6mV4zpsVG6tBcq8wKkU/XnRMJ8rUe+Z5I+w4Fe9Cbif14zxl6xnYggihECPlvUiyXFkE4qoV2hgKMcGcK4EuavlA+YYhxNcRlTgrt48l9SK+Tds3zh9jxbKs7rSJMDckRyxCUXpERuSJlUCScP5Im8kFfr0Xq23qz3WTRlzWf2yS9YH98+25ce</latexit>

e (27 GeV) p(920 GeV)

D*

• jets: 

• extra hard scale for pQCD 

• distinction direct (   =1) and resolved (   <1) process

x� =

P
jets

(E � pz)P
HFS

(E � pz)
<latexit sha1_base64="fVquN2aQgpc+CbD3rpF0y1WwV80=">AAACLnicbVBNS8NAEN34bf2qevQSLIIeLEkV9CIIovRY0VahKWGzndTV3STsTsQa8ou8+Ff0IKiIV3+G2w/w88HA470ZZuYFieAaHefZGhkdG5+YnJouzMzOzS8UF5caOk4VgzqLRazOA6pB8AjqyFHAeaKAykDAWXB10PPPrkFpHken2E2gJWkn4iFnFI3kFw9v/MzrUClpvueFirLM06k0GsINZpeAOs/XDzcT/3Yj/2FVj06+HL9YcspOH/Zf4g5JiQxR84uPXjtmqYQImaBaN10nwVZGFXImIC94qYaEsivagaahEZWgW1n/3dxeM0rbDmNlKkK7r36fyKjUuisD0ykpXujfXk/8z2umGO62Mh4lKULEBovCVNgY273s7DZXwFB0DaFMcXOrzS6oCQ1NwgUTgvv75b+kUSm7W+XK8XZpf3cYxxRZIatknbhkh+yTKqmROmHkjjyQF/Jq3VtP1pv1PmgdsYYzy+QHrI9PlwSqmw==</latexit>

x�
<latexit sha1_base64="FWvGybl0a6rv33tYlQPwQHXCobQ=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8laQK9ljw4rGC/cA2lMl20y7d3YTdjVhC/4UXD4p49d9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXJpxp43nfztr6xubWdmGnuLu3f3BYOjpu6ThVhDZJzGPVCVFTziRtGmY47SSKogg5bYfjm5nffqRKs1jem0lCA4FDySJG0Fjp4amf9YYoBE77pbJX8eZwV4mfkzLkaPRLX71BTFJBpSEcte76XmKCDJVhhNNpsZdqmiAZ45B2LZUoqA6y+cVT99wqAzeKlS1p3Ln6eyJDofVEhLZToBnpZW8m/ud1UxPVgozJJDVUksWiKOWuid3Z++6AKUoMn1iCRDF7q0tGqJAYG1LRhuAvv7xKWtWKf1mp3l2V67U8jgKcwhlcgA/XUIdbaEATCEh4hld4c7Tz4rw7H4vWNSefOYE/cD5/AOPQkQY=</latexit>
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• jets: 
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where L is the integrated luminosity, B R is the branch-
ing ratio of the analysed decay chain D!± " D0!±

slow "
K#!±!±

slow and (1 $ r) a correction factor to account
for reflections from other D0 decays. The efficiency " in-
cludes the detector acceptance, trigger and reconstruction
efficiencies and migrations between bins. The contribu-
tions of D! mesons originating from beauty production and
from gluon splitting from light flavour production is not
subtracted. It is estimated from MC predictions to be be-
low 2 %.

The systematic uncertainties are determined in each bin
separately and are summarised in Table 4 for the total cross
section. They are divided into uncertainties which are con-
sidered to be uncorrelated between the bins and uncertain-
ties which change the cross section normalisation in all bins.
The numbers for the uncertainties listed below are given in
per cent of the cross section values.

The following uncorrelated systematic uncertainty
sources are considered:

Trigger efficiency: The simulation of the FTT is verified by
a comparison to data in a sample of D! mesons in deep-
inelastic scattering triggered by the scattered electron. For
the total inclusive D! sample the efficiency agrees within
a relative uncertainty of 7.5 %. This is one of the dominant
systematic uncertainties. For the D!-tagged dijet sample
the trigger efficiency is higher, leading to a smaller uncer-
tainty of 3.1 % for the total cross section.

Signal extraction: For the determination of the uncertainty
of the signal fit, different parameterisations for the signal
and background functions are used. The resulting uncer-
tainty amounts to 1.5 %.

D0 mass cut: The loss of D! mesons due to the D0 mass
cut is compared between data and simulation as a function
of the D! transverse momentum, assuming a Gaussian re-

Fig. 3 Single differential D!

cross section as a function of
pT (D!), #(D!), W$p , and
z(D!) compared to the
next-to-leading order
predictions of FMNR,
GMVFNS and MC@NLO. The
normalised ratio Rnorm (see
text) is also shown
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• FMNR 
• massive scheme  
• photon PDF: GRV-G HO

• GMVFNS 
• photon PDF: AFG04

• MC@NLO 
• massive scheme 
• photon PDF: GRV-G HO 
• parton showering: HERWIG

• QCD calculations 
• NLO 
• collinear factorisation 
• direct+resolved photon 
• proton PDF: HERAPDF1.0
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Fragmentation: The ! parameter of the Kartvelishvili func-
tion and the position of the ŝ threshold are varied within
the values given in Table 1 resulting in an uncertainty of
2.5 % (2.0 %) for the total inclusive D! (D!-tagged dijet)
cross section.

The following normalisation uncertainties are consid-
ered:

Track finding efficiency: The systematic uncertainty on the
track efficiency of 4.1 % per D! meson arises from two
contributions: (i) The comparison of the track finding ef-
ficiency in data and simulation leads to an uncertainty of
2 % for the slow pion track and 1 % for the tracks of the
D0 decay particles, and the uncertainty is assumed to be
correlated between the decay particles; (ii) the efficiency
with which a track can be fitted to the event vertex leads to
a systematic error of 1 % per D! meson. The uncertainty
on the track finding efficiency is considered to be half cor-
related between the bins of the measurement, leading to a
contribution of 2.9 % each in the uncorrelated and the nor-
malisation uncertainty such that they sum up in quadrature
to 4.1 %.

Luminosity: The uncertainty on the luminosity measure-
ment for the data sample used in this analysis amounts to
5 %.

Branching ratio: The uncertainty due to the D! branching
ratio is 1.5 % [34].

All sources of systematic errors are added in quadrature
resulting in a systematic uncertainty of 10.9 % (8.5 %) for
the total cross section of the inclusive D! (D!-tagged dijet)
production.

6 Results for inclusive D! meson production

The total visible cross section for D! meson photoproduc-
tion is measured to be:

"vis
!
ep " eD! + X

"
= 41.1 ± 0.8 (stat.) ± 3.6 (unc.sys.)

± 2.7 (norm.) nb (2)

in the kinematic range defined in Table 3. The corresponding
predictions from PYTHIA and CASCADE amount to 43.7 nb
and 32.9 nb, respectively. Due to the fact that these predic-
tions are based on leading order matrix elements the uncer-
tainty on the normalisation of the cross sections is large,
and is not quantified here. The NLO calculations predict
26 +13

#8 nb for FMNR, 37 +28
#14 nb for GMVFNS and 30 +6

#7 for
MC@NLO.

The measured single differential cross section as a func-
tion of the transverse momentum pT (D!) and the pseudora-
pidity #(D!) of the D! meson, the photon–proton centre-of-
mass energy W$p and D! inelasticity z(D!) are presented

in Table 5 and in Figs. 2 and 3. The data are compared to
PYTHIA, CASCADE and the NLO predictions of FMNR,
GMVFNS and MC@NLO. Since all the predictions have
large normalisation uncertainties, the normalised ratio Rnorm

of theory to data is shown in order to compare the shape of
the various predictions to the data. Rnorm is defined as

Rnorm =
1

" calc
vis

· d" calc

dY

1
" data

vis
· d" data

dY

(3)

where " calc
vis (" data

vis ) and d" calc/dY (d" data/dY ) are the total
and differential cross section of the model under consider-
ation (of the data), respectively, and Y denotes any mea-
sured variable. In this ratio the normalization uncertainties

Table 7 Bin averaged single differential cross sections for D!-tagged
dijet production in bins of # and pT of the D! jet and the other jet with
their statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties. The normal-
isation uncertainty of 6.0 % is not included

H1 D!-tagged dijet cross sections

#(D! jet) range d"/d#(D! jet) [nb] Stat. [%] Sys. [%]

#1.5 #1.0 2.3 ±12 ±11

#1.0 #0.5 3.2 ±7 ±8

#0.5 0.0 3.9 ±7 ±8

0.0 0.5 3.9 ±8 ±8

0.5 1.0 3.4 ±9 ±8

1.0 1.5 2.8 ±14 ±8

#(other jet) range d"/d#(other jet) [nb] Stat. [%] Sys. [%]

#1.5 #1.0 1.2 ±15 ±11

#1.0 #0.5 1.3 ±13 ±9

#0.5 0.0 2.1 ±10 ±8

0.0 0.5 2.6 ±9 ±8

0.5 1.0 2.7 ±8 ±8

1.0 1.5 2.9 ±8 ±8

1.5 2.2 2.5 ±10 ±8

2.2 2.9 2.2 ±15 ±8

pT (D! jet) range
[GeV]

d"/dpT (D! jet)
[nb/GeV]

Stat. [%] Sys. [%]

3.5 5.0 2.7 ±8 ±8

5.0 8.0 1.4 ±5 ±7

8.0 15.0 0.17 ±7 ±7

pT (other jet) range
[GeV]

d"/dpT (other jet)
[nb/GeV]

Stat. [%] Sys. [%]

3.5 5.0 3.0 ±7 ±8

5.0 8.0 1.2 ±5 ±7

8.0 15.0 0.24 ±7 ±10
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Rnorm. The underestimation of the low pT (D!) region by
the central FMNR and MC@NLO predictions results in
a low normalisation in the other distributions. The shape
of the !(D!) distribution is reasonably well described by
all NLO calculations. All three NLO calculations give a
rather precise prediction of the shape of the W"p distribu-
tion, which describes the measurement. Given the large un-
certainties the predictions for the z(D!) distribution agree
with the data, although when using the central parameter set-
tings for the calculations they differ in shape with respect to
data.

Previous H1 and ZEUS analyses of D! meson photo-
production [1, 3], albeit in different kinematic ranges in the
photon virtuality Q2 and the photon–proton centre-of-mass
energy W"p , lead to similar conclusions: while all predic-
tions give a good description of the W"p distribution, dif-
ferences between data and theoretical predictions are ob-

served for variables sensitive to the quantities of the out-
going charm quark.

In order to investigate the correlation between pseudo-
rapidity and transverse momentum, a double differential
measurement in pT (D!) and !(D!) is performed (Table 6
and Figs. 4 and 5). The cross sections of the leading or-
der MCs PYTHIA and CASCADE in the three pT (D!) re-
gions (Fig. 4) reflect the different pT (D!) dependences seen
in Fig. 2. Both models are in broad agreement with the
data. The comparison of the NLO calculations with the data
(Fig. 5) leads to similar conclusions as for the LO MC pro-
grams.

7 Results for D! tagged dijet production

The integrated D!-tagged dijet cross section in the visible
range given in Table 3 is measured to be

Fig. 7 Single differential cross
section for D!-tagged dijet
production as a function of pT

and ! of the D! jet and the
other jet compared to
MC@NLO predictions. The
normalised ratio Rnorm (see
text) is also shown

D* tagged dijet results

8

• other jet is more forward: 
• slightly different η cuts 
• origin: not always c quark
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D* tagged dijet results

8

• MC@NLO 
• massive scheme 
• photon PDF: GRV-G HO 
• parton showering: HERWIG

• other jet is more forward: 
• slightly different η cuts 
• origin: not always c quark
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Fig. 9 Single differential cross
section for D!-tagged dijet
production as a function of the
difference in pseudorapidity !"
and in azimuthal angle !#
between the other jet and the
D! jet, the mass MX and x$

compared to MC@NLO
predictions. The normalised
ratio Rnorm (see text) is also
shown

Table 9 Bin averaged single differential cross sections for D!-tagged
dijet production in bins of |!#| in two regions of x$ with their sta-
tistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties. The normalisation
uncertainty of 6.0 % is not included

H1 D!-tagged dijet cross sections

|!#| range [deg.] d%/d|!#| [nb/deg.] Stat. [%] Sys. [%]

x$ < 0.75

0 110 0.0057 ±28 ±9

110 150 0.040 ±12 ±9

150 170 0.10 ±10 ±9

170 180 0.12 ±13 ±10

x$ " 0.75

0 110 0.0009 ±34 ±12

110 150 0.017 ±11 ±8

150 170 0.097 ±6 ±8

170 180 0.16 ±6 ±9

8 Conclusions

The production of D! mesons in the photoproduction
regime is investigated with the H1 detector at HERA with
a seven times larger signal sample compared to the previ-
ous H1 measurement. The events containing D! mesons
were triggered by the tracks of the decay particles in the
channel D± # D0&±

slow # K$&±&±
slow. Single and dou-

ble differential cross sections are measured, and the results
are compared to leading order QCD models provided by the
MC simulation programs PYTHIA and CASCADE and to the
next-to-leading order pQCD calculations FMNR, GMVFNS
and MC@NLO. The precision of the cross section measure-
ments far exceeds the predictive power of the NLO theories.
The shapes of the differential cross sections, however, are
less sensitive to the theoretical uncertainties, and generally
show reasonable agreement with the data.
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Heavy-quark jets
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Heavy-quark jets

e p

h

Q2  1 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="zx2qXjdf0uedrv2ITK0yb9/h9+U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbVDx5aQyCpzATBXMMeNBjAmaBZBJ6OjVJk56F7hoxDAF/xYsHRbz6Hd78GzvLQRMfFDzeq6KqnhdLodG2v63M2vrG5lZ2O7ezu7d/kD88augoURzqPJKRanlMgxQh1FGghFasgAWehKY3upn6zQdQWkThPY5jcAM2CIUvOEMj9fIntW6pI4E6HYRHTOktNCbdUi9fsIv2DHSVOAtSIAtUe/mvTj/iSQAhcsm0bjt2jG7KFAouYZLrJBpixkdsAG1DQxaAdtPZ+RN6bpQ+9SNlKkQ6U39PpCzQehx4pjNgONTL3lT8z2sn6JfdVIRxghDy+SI/kRQjOs2C9oUCjnJsCONKmFspHzLFOJrEciYEZ/nlVdIoFZ3LYql2VaiUF3FkySk5IxfEIdekQu5IldQJJyl5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PemrEWM8fkD6zPH600lKE=</latexit>

p
s = 320 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="887KvgZTIs1h+ovOxO2udDjmyMM=">AAACAHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqAcPXhqD4CnMJIK5CAEPeoxgFkhC6OlUkiY9i901Yhjm4q948aCIVz/Dm39jZzlo4oOCx3tVVNXzIik0Os63lVlZXVvfyG7mtrZ3dvfs/YO6DmPFocZDGaqmxzRIEUANBUpoRgqY70loeKOrid94AKVFGNzhOIKOzwaB6AvO0Ehd+6it7xUmOr0sFZ02wiMm9BrqadfOOwVnCrpM3DnJkzmqXfur3Qt57EOAXDKtW64TYSdhCgWXkObasYaI8REbQMvQgPmgO8n0gZSeGqVH+6EyFSCdqr8nEuZrPfY90+kzHOpFbyL+57Vi7Jc7iQiiGCHgs0X9WFIM6SQN2hMKOMqxIYwrYW6lfMgU42gyy5kQ3MWXl0m9WHBLheLteb5SnseRJcfkhJwRl1yQCrkhVVIjnKTkmbySN+vJerHerY9Za8aazxySP7A+fwBGq5Yp</latexit>

0.2 < y < 0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="OHX3CsSJCo/8i0npjxXFJLt9yMA=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgddxFwRQpAjaWEcyHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6ecBz5FTYWitj6c+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUxZ9p43rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dJYrQFol4pLoh1pQzSVuGGU67saJYhJx2wunt3O88UaVZJB9MGtNA4LFkI0awsdKj51brad1za4NyxXO9BdA68XNSgRzNQfmrP4xIIqg0hGOte74XmyDDyjDC6azUTzSNMZniMe1ZKrGgOsgWB8/QhVWGaBQpW9Kghfp7IsNC61SEtlNgM9Gr3lz8z+slZlQLMibjxFBJlotGCUcmQvPv0ZApSgxPLcFEMXsrIhOsMDE2o5INwV99eZ20q65/5VbvryuNWh5HEc7gHC7BhxtowB00oQUEBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Q+czx+JVY7l</latexit>

|⌘(jet)| < 2.5/1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="InlIRO0zVoGW44I4phR+HjsgFm0=">AAACA3icbVDJTgJBEO3BDXFDvellIjHByziDEjl4IPHiERNZEiCkpymgpWdJd42RDCRe/BUvHjTGqz/hzb+xWQ4KvqSSl/eqUlXPDQVXaNvfRmJpeWV1Lbme2tjc2t5J7+5VVBBJBmUWiEDWXKpAcB/KyFFALZRAPVdA1e1fjf3qPUjFA/8WByE0Pdr1eYczilpqpQ+GDUCabSA8YHwHODoZXuas/Klj5VvpjG3ZE5iLxJmRDJmh1Ep/NdoBizzwkQmqVN2xQ2zGVCJnAkapRqQgpKxPu1DX1KceqGY8+WFkHmulbXYCqctHc6L+noipp9TAc3WnR7Gn5r2x+J9Xj7BTaMbcDyMEn00XdSJhYmCOAzHbXAJDMdCEMsn1rSbrUUkZ6thSOgRn/uVFUslZzpmVuznPFAuzOJLkkByRLHHIBSmSa1IiZcLII3kmr+TNeDJejHfjY9qaMGYz++QPjM8fG5yWeA==</latexit>
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PT (hadron) > 0.5 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="mcbThGsN8PVcjXDcgV/st1qOLs4=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNahC0CXd+oJUELLSMYKKQHMfeZpIs2ds7dufEcKS28a/YWChi6y+w89+4+Sg08cHA470ZZuaFiRQGXffbmZmdm19YzC3ll1dW19YLG5s1E6eaQ5XHMtZ3ITMghYIqCpRwl2hgUSjhNuxeDPzbe9BGxOoGewn4EWsr0RKcoZWCwk4luNlvIDxg1mFNHav+wblbOhkp9BJq/aBQdEvuEHSaeGNSJGNUgsJXoxnzNAKFXDJj6p6boJ8xjYJL6OcbqYGE8S5rQ91SxSIwfjZ8pU/3rNKkrVjbUkiH6u+JjEXG9KLQdkYMO2bSG4j/efUUW2d+JlSSIig+WtRKJcWYDnKhTaGBo+xZwrgW9lbKO0wzjja9vA3Bm3x5mtQOS95R6fD6uFg+G8eRI9tkl+wTj5ySMrkiFVIlnDySZ/JK3pwn58V5dz5GrTPOeGaL/IHz+QMqKZnk</latexit>

PT (jet) > 6/7 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="9v51OStWlkTDJFn4bv4LfdjyouQ=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLehSkMQh6iTNRTE4S8KDHCNkgGUJPp6Jteha6a8QwzM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5eD2oOD1e1V01fMiKTTa9qc1Mzs3v7CYWcour6yurec2Nhs6jBWHOg9lqFoe0yBFAHUUKKEVKWC+J6HpDc5GfvMWlBZhUMNhBK7PrgLRF5yhkbq5nWq3tt9BuMPkBjA9OD05LE2e9BwaaTeXtwv2GPQvcaYkT6aodnMfnV7IYx8C5JJp3XbsCN2EKRRcQprtxBoixgfsCtqGBswH7SbjO1K6Z5Qe7YfKVIB0rH6fSJiv9dD3TKfP8Fr/9kbif147xn7ZTUQQxQgBn3zUjyXFkI5CoT2hgKMcGsK4EmZXyq+ZYhxNdFkTgvP75L+kUSw4R4Xi5XG+Up7GkSHbZJfsE4eUSIVckCqpE07uySN5Ji/Wg/VkvVpvk9YZazqzRX7Aev8CyP+Ylg==</latexit>

Heavy-quark jets

e p

h

Q2  1 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="zx2qXjdf0uedrv2ITK0yb9/h9+U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbVDx5aQyCpzATBXMMeNBjAmaBZBJ6OjVJk56F7hoxDAF/xYsHRbz6Hd78GzvLQRMfFDzeq6KqnhdLodG2v63M2vrG5lZ2O7ezu7d/kD88augoURzqPJKRanlMgxQh1FGghFasgAWehKY3upn6zQdQWkThPY5jcAM2CIUvOEMj9fIntW6pI4E6HYRHTOktNCbdUi9fsIv2DHSVOAtSIAtUe/mvTj/iSQAhcsm0bjt2jG7KFAouYZLrJBpixkdsAG1DQxaAdtPZ+RN6bpQ+9SNlKkQ6U39PpCzQehx4pjNgONTL3lT8z2sn6JfdVIRxghDy+SI/kRQjOs2C9oUCjnJsCONKmFspHzLFOJrEciYEZ/nlVdIoFZ3LYql2VaiUF3FkySk5IxfEIdekQu5IldQJJyl5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PemrEWM8fkD6zPH600lKE=</latexit>

p
s = 320 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="887KvgZTIs1h+ovOxO2udDjmyMM=">AAACAHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqAcPXhqD4CnMJIK5CAEPeoxgFkhC6OlUkiY9i901Yhjm4q948aCIVz/Dm39jZzlo4oOCx3tVVNXzIik0Os63lVlZXVvfyG7mtrZ3dvfs/YO6DmPFocZDGaqmxzRIEUANBUpoRgqY70loeKOrid94AKVFGNzhOIKOzwaB6AvO0Ehd+6it7xUmOr0sFZ02wiMm9BrqadfOOwVnCrpM3DnJkzmqXfur3Qt57EOAXDKtW64TYSdhCgWXkObasYaI8REbQMvQgPmgO8n0gZSeGqVH+6EyFSCdqr8nEuZrPfY90+kzHOpFbyL+57Vi7Jc7iQiiGCHgs0X9WFIM6SQN2hMKOMqxIYwrYW6lfMgU42gyy5kQ3MWXl0m9WHBLheLteb5SnseRJcfkhJwRl1yQCrkhVVIjnKTkmbySN+vJerHerY9Za8aazxySP7A+fwBGq5Yp</latexit>

0.2 < y < 0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="OHX3CsSJCo/8i0npjxXFJLt9yMA=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgddxFwRQpAjaWEcyHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6ecBz5FTYWitj6c+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUxZ9p43rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dJYrQFol4pLoh1pQzSVuGGU67saJYhJx2wunt3O88UaVZJB9MGtNA4LFkI0awsdKj51brad1za4NyxXO9BdA68XNSgRzNQfmrP4xIIqg0hGOte74XmyDDyjDC6azUTzSNMZniMe1ZKrGgOsgWB8/QhVWGaBQpW9Kghfp7IsNC61SEtlNgM9Gr3lz8z+slZlQLMibjxFBJlotGCUcmQvPv0ZApSgxPLcFEMXsrIhOsMDE2o5INwV99eZ20q65/5VbvryuNWh5HEc7gHC7BhxtowB00oQUEBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Q+czx+JVY7l</latexit>

|⌘(jet)| < 2.5/1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="InlIRO0zVoGW44I4phR+HjsgFm0=">AAACA3icbVDJTgJBEO3BDXFDvellIjHByziDEjl4IPHiERNZEiCkpymgpWdJd42RDCRe/BUvHjTGqz/hzb+xWQ4KvqSSl/eqUlXPDQVXaNvfRmJpeWV1Lbme2tjc2t5J7+5VVBBJBmUWiEDWXKpAcB/KyFFALZRAPVdA1e1fjf3qPUjFA/8WByE0Pdr1eYczilpqpQ+GDUCabSA8YHwHODoZXuas/Klj5VvpjG3ZE5iLxJmRDJmh1Ep/NdoBizzwkQmqVN2xQ2zGVCJnAkapRqQgpKxPu1DX1KceqGY8+WFkHmulbXYCqctHc6L+noipp9TAc3WnR7Gn5r2x+J9Xj7BTaMbcDyMEn00XdSJhYmCOAzHbXAJDMdCEMsn1rSbrUUkZ6thSOgRn/uVFUslZzpmVuznPFAuzOJLkkByRLHHIBSmSa1IiZcLII3kmr+TNeDJejHfjY9qaMGYz++QPjM8fG5yWeA==</latexit>

mvtx
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PT (hadron) > 0.5 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="mcbThGsN8PVcjXDcgV/st1qOLs4=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNahC0CXd+oJUELLSMYKKQHMfeZpIs2ds7dufEcKS28a/YWChi6y+w89+4+Sg08cHA470ZZuaFiRQGXffbmZmdm19YzC3ll1dW19YLG5s1E6eaQ5XHMtZ3ITMghYIqCpRwl2hgUSjhNuxeDPzbe9BGxOoGewn4EWsr0RKcoZWCwk4luNlvIDxg1mFNHav+wblbOhkp9BJq/aBQdEvuEHSaeGNSJGNUgsJXoxnzNAKFXDJj6p6boJ8xjYJL6OcbqYGE8S5rQ91SxSIwfjZ8pU/3rNKkrVjbUkiH6u+JjEXG9KLQdkYMO2bSG4j/efUUW2d+JlSSIig+WtRKJcWYDnKhTaGBo+xZwrgW9lbKO0wzjja9vA3Bm3x5mtQOS95R6fD6uFg+G8eRI9tkl+wTj5ySMrkiFVIlnDySZ/JK3pwn58V5dz5GrTPOeGaL/IHz+QMqKZnk</latexit>

PT (jet) > 6/7 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="9v51OStWlkTDJFn4bv4LfdjyouQ=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLehSkMQh6iTNRTE4S8KDHCNkgGUJPp6Jteha6a8QwzM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5eD2oOD1e1V01fMiKTTa9qc1Mzs3v7CYWcour6yurec2Nhs6jBWHOg9lqFoe0yBFAHUUKKEVKWC+J6HpDc5GfvMWlBZhUMNhBK7PrgLRF5yhkbq5nWq3tt9BuMPkBjA9OD05LE2e9BwaaTeXtwv2GPQvcaYkT6aodnMfnV7IYx8C5JJp3XbsCN2EKRRcQprtxBoixgfsCtqGBswH7SbjO1K6Z5Qe7YfKVIB0rH6fSJiv9dD3TKfP8Fr/9kbif147xn7ZTUQQxQgBn3zUjyXFkI5CoT2hgKMcGsK4EmZXyq+ZYhxNdFkTgvP75L+kUSw4R4Xi5XG+Up7GkSHbZJfsE4eUSIVckCqpE07uySN5Ji/Wg/VkvVpvk9YZazqzRX7Aev8CyP+Ylg==</latexit>

Heavy-quark jets

e p

h

Q2  1 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="zx2qXjdf0uedrv2ITK0yb9/h9+U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbVDx5aQyCpzATBXMMeNBjAmaBZBJ6OjVJk56F7hoxDAF/xYsHRbz6Hd78GzvLQRMfFDzeq6KqnhdLodG2v63M2vrG5lZ2O7ezu7d/kD88augoURzqPJKRanlMgxQh1FGghFasgAWehKY3upn6zQdQWkThPY5jcAM2CIUvOEMj9fIntW6pI4E6HYRHTOktNCbdUi9fsIv2DHSVOAtSIAtUe/mvTj/iSQAhcsm0bjt2jG7KFAouYZLrJBpixkdsAG1DQxaAdtPZ+RN6bpQ+9SNlKkQ6U39PpCzQehx4pjNgONTL3lT8z2sn6JfdVIRxghDy+SI/kRQjOs2C9oUCjnJsCONKmFspHzLFOJrEciYEZ/nlVdIoFZ3LYql2VaiUF3FkySk5IxfEIdekQu5IldQJJyl5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PemrEWM8fkD6zPH600lKE=</latexit>

p
s = 320 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="887KvgZTIs1h+ovOxO2udDjmyMM=">AAACAHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqAcPXhqD4CnMJIK5CAEPeoxgFkhC6OlUkiY9i901Yhjm4q948aCIVz/Dm39jZzlo4oOCx3tVVNXzIik0Os63lVlZXVvfyG7mtrZ3dvfs/YO6DmPFocZDGaqmxzRIEUANBUpoRgqY70loeKOrid94AKVFGNzhOIKOzwaB6AvO0Ehd+6it7xUmOr0sFZ02wiMm9BrqadfOOwVnCrpM3DnJkzmqXfur3Qt57EOAXDKtW64TYSdhCgWXkObasYaI8REbQMvQgPmgO8n0gZSeGqVH+6EyFSCdqr8nEuZrPfY90+kzHOpFbyL+57Vi7Jc7iQiiGCHgs0X9WFIM6SQN2hMKOMqxIYwrYW6lfMgU42gyy5kQ3MWXl0m9WHBLheLteb5SnseRJcfkhJwRl1yQCrkhVVIjnKTkmbySN+vJerHerY9Za8aazxySP7A+fwBGq5Yp</latexit>

0.2 < y < 0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="OHX3CsSJCo/8i0npjxXFJLt9yMA=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgddxFwRQpAjaWEcyHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6ecBz5FTYWitj6c+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUxZ9p43rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dJYrQFol4pLoh1pQzSVuGGU67saJYhJx2wunt3O88UaVZJB9MGtNA4LFkI0awsdKj51brad1za4NyxXO9BdA68XNSgRzNQfmrP4xIIqg0hGOte74XmyDDyjDC6azUTzSNMZniMe1ZKrGgOsgWB8/QhVWGaBQpW9Kghfp7IsNC61SEtlNgM9Gr3lz8z+slZlQLMibjxFBJlotGCUcmQvPv0ZApSgxPLcFEMXsrIhOsMDE2o5INwV99eZ20q65/5VbvryuNWh5HEc7gHC7BhxtowB00oQUEBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Q+czx+JVY7l</latexit>

|⌘(jet)| < 2.5/1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="InlIRO0zVoGW44I4phR+HjsgFm0=">AAACA3icbVDJTgJBEO3BDXFDvellIjHByziDEjl4IPHiERNZEiCkpymgpWdJd42RDCRe/BUvHjTGqz/hzb+xWQ4KvqSSl/eqUlXPDQVXaNvfRmJpeWV1Lbme2tjc2t5J7+5VVBBJBmUWiEDWXKpAcB/KyFFALZRAPVdA1e1fjf3qPUjFA/8WByE0Pdr1eYczilpqpQ+GDUCabSA8YHwHODoZXuas/Klj5VvpjG3ZE5iLxJmRDJmh1Ep/NdoBizzwkQmqVN2xQ2zGVCJnAkapRqQgpKxPu1DX1KceqGY8+WFkHmulbXYCqctHc6L+noipp9TAc3WnR7Gn5r2x+J9Xj7BTaMbcDyMEn00XdSJhYmCOAzHbXAJDMdCEMsn1rSbrUUkZ6thSOgRn/uVFUslZzpmVuznPFAuzOJLkkByRLHHIBSmSa1IiZcLII3kmr+TNeDJejHfjY9qaMGYz++QPjM8fG5yWeA==</latexit>jetxy

z

mvtx
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PT (hadron) > 0.5 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="mcbThGsN8PVcjXDcgV/st1qOLs4=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNahC0CXd+oJUELLSMYKKQHMfeZpIs2ds7dufEcKS28a/YWChi6y+w89+4+Sg08cHA470ZZuaFiRQGXffbmZmdm19YzC3ll1dW19YLG5s1E6eaQ5XHMtZ3ITMghYIqCpRwl2hgUSjhNuxeDPzbe9BGxOoGewn4EWsr0RKcoZWCwk4luNlvIDxg1mFNHav+wblbOhkp9BJq/aBQdEvuEHSaeGNSJGNUgsJXoxnzNAKFXDJj6p6boJ8xjYJL6OcbqYGE8S5rQ91SxSIwfjZ8pU/3rNKkrVjbUkiH6u+JjEXG9KLQdkYMO2bSG4j/efUUW2d+JlSSIig+WtRKJcWYDnKhTaGBo+xZwrgW9lbKO0wzjja9vA3Bm3x5mtQOS95R6fD6uFg+G8eRI9tkl+wTj5ySMrkiFVIlnDySZ/JK3pwn58V5dz5GrTPOeGaL/IHz+QMqKZnk</latexit>

PT (jet) > 6/7 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="9v51OStWlkTDJFn4bv4LfdjyouQ=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLehSkMQh6iTNRTE4S8KDHCNkgGUJPp6Jteha6a8QwzM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5eD2oOD1e1V01fMiKTTa9qc1Mzs3v7CYWcour6yurec2Nhs6jBWHOg9lqFoe0yBFAHUUKKEVKWC+J6HpDc5GfvMWlBZhUMNhBK7PrgLRF5yhkbq5nWq3tt9BuMPkBjA9OD05LE2e9BwaaTeXtwv2GPQvcaYkT6aodnMfnV7IYx8C5JJp3XbsCN2EKRRcQprtxBoixgfsCtqGBswH7SbjO1K6Z5Qe7YfKVIB0rH6fSJiv9dD3TKfP8Fr/9kbif147xn7ZTUQQxQgBn3zUjyXFkI5CoT2hgKMcGsK4EmZXyq+ZYhxNdFkTgvP75L+kUSw4R4Xi5XG+Up7GkSHbZJfsE4eUSIVckCqpE07uySN5Ji/Wg/VkvVpvk9YZazqzRX7Aev8CyP+Ylg==</latexit>

Heavy-quark jets

e p

h

Q2  1 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="zx2qXjdf0uedrv2ITK0yb9/h9+U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbVDx5aQyCpzATBXMMeNBjAmaBZBJ6OjVJk56F7hoxDAF/xYsHRbz6Hd78GzvLQRMfFDzeq6KqnhdLodG2v63M2vrG5lZ2O7ezu7d/kD88augoURzqPJKRanlMgxQh1FGghFasgAWehKY3upn6zQdQWkThPY5jcAM2CIUvOEMj9fIntW6pI4E6HYRHTOktNCbdUi9fsIv2DHSVOAtSIAtUe/mvTj/iSQAhcsm0bjt2jG7KFAouYZLrJBpixkdsAG1DQxaAdtPZ+RN6bpQ+9SNlKkQ6U39PpCzQehx4pjNgONTL3lT8z2sn6JfdVIRxghDy+SI/kRQjOs2C9oUCjnJsCONKmFspHzLFOJrEciYEZ/nlVdIoFZ3LYql2VaiUF3FkySk5IxfEIdekQu5IldQJJyl5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PemrEWM8fkD6zPH600lKE=</latexit>

p
s = 320 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="887KvgZTIs1h+ovOxO2udDjmyMM=">AAACAHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqAcPXhqD4CnMJIK5CAEPeoxgFkhC6OlUkiY9i901Yhjm4q948aCIVz/Dm39jZzlo4oOCx3tVVNXzIik0Os63lVlZXVvfyG7mtrZ3dvfs/YO6DmPFocZDGaqmxzRIEUANBUpoRgqY70loeKOrid94AKVFGNzhOIKOzwaB6AvO0Ehd+6it7xUmOr0sFZ02wiMm9BrqadfOOwVnCrpM3DnJkzmqXfur3Qt57EOAXDKtW64TYSdhCgWXkObasYaI8REbQMvQgPmgO8n0gZSeGqVH+6EyFSCdqr8nEuZrPfY90+kzHOpFbyL+57Vi7Jc7iQiiGCHgs0X9WFIM6SQN2hMKOMqxIYwrYW6lfMgU42gyy5kQ3MWXl0m9WHBLheLteb5SnseRJcfkhJwRl1yQCrkhVVIjnKTkmbySN+vJerHerY9Za8aazxySP7A+fwBGq5Yp</latexit>

0.2 < y < 0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="OHX3CsSJCo/8i0npjxXFJLt9yMA=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgddxFwRQpAjaWEcyHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6ecBz5FTYWitj6c+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUxZ9p43rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dJYrQFol4pLoh1pQzSVuGGU67saJYhJx2wunt3O88UaVZJB9MGtNA4LFkI0awsdKj51brad1za4NyxXO9BdA68XNSgRzNQfmrP4xIIqg0hGOte74XmyDDyjDC6azUTzSNMZniMe1ZKrGgOsgWB8/QhVWGaBQpW9Kghfp7IsNC61SEtlNgM9Gr3lz8z+slZlQLMibjxFBJlotGCUcmQvPv0ZApSgxPLcFEMXsrIhOsMDE2o5INwV99eZ20q65/5VbvryuNWh5HEc7gHC7BhxtowB00oQUEBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Q+czx+JVY7l</latexit>

|⌘(jet)| < 2.5/1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="InlIRO0zVoGW44I4phR+HjsgFm0=">AAACA3icbVDJTgJBEO3BDXFDvellIjHByziDEjl4IPHiERNZEiCkpymgpWdJd42RDCRe/BUvHjTGqz/hzb+xWQ4KvqSSl/eqUlXPDQVXaNvfRmJpeWV1Lbme2tjc2t5J7+5VVBBJBmUWiEDWXKpAcB/KyFFALZRAPVdA1e1fjf3qPUjFA/8WByE0Pdr1eYczilpqpQ+GDUCabSA8YHwHODoZXuas/Klj5VvpjG3ZE5iLxJmRDJmh1Ep/NdoBizzwkQmqVN2xQ2zGVCJnAkapRqQgpKxPu1DX1KceqGY8+WFkHmulbXYCqctHc6L+noipp9TAc3WnR7Gn5r2x+J9Xj7BTaMbcDyMEn00XdSJhYmCOAzHbXAJDMdCEMsn1rSbrUUkZ6thSOgRn/uVFUslZzpmVuznPFAuzOJLkkByRLHHIBSmSa1IiZcLII3kmr+TNeDJejHfjY9qaMGYz++QPjM8fG5yWeA==</latexit>jetxy

z

mvtx

10



PT (hadron) > 0.5 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="mcbThGsN8PVcjXDcgV/st1qOLs4=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNahC0CXd+oJUELLSMYKKQHMfeZpIs2ds7dufEcKS28a/YWChi6y+w89+4+Sg08cHA470ZZuaFiRQGXffbmZmdm19YzC3ll1dW19YLG5s1E6eaQ5XHMtZ3ITMghYIqCpRwl2hgUSjhNuxeDPzbe9BGxOoGewn4EWsr0RKcoZWCwk4luNlvIDxg1mFNHav+wblbOhkp9BJq/aBQdEvuEHSaeGNSJGNUgsJXoxnzNAKFXDJj6p6boJ8xjYJL6OcbqYGE8S5rQ91SxSIwfjZ8pU/3rNKkrVjbUkiH6u+JjEXG9KLQdkYMO2bSG4j/efUUW2d+JlSSIig+WtRKJcWYDnKhTaGBo+xZwrgW9lbKO0wzjja9vA3Bm3x5mtQOS95R6fD6uFg+G8eRI9tkl+wTj5ySMrkiFVIlnDySZ/JK3pwn58V5dz5GrTPOeGaL/IHz+QMqKZnk</latexit>

PT (jet) > 6/7 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="9v51OStWlkTDJFn4bv4LfdjyouQ=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLehSkMQh6iTNRTE4S8KDHCNkgGUJPp6Jteha6a8QwzM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5eD2oOD1e1V01fMiKTTa9qc1Mzs3v7CYWcour6yurec2Nhs6jBWHOg9lqFoe0yBFAHUUKKEVKWC+J6HpDc5GfvMWlBZhUMNhBK7PrgLRF5yhkbq5nWq3tt9BuMPkBjA9OD05LE2e9BwaaTeXtwv2GPQvcaYkT6aodnMfnV7IYx8C5JJp3XbsCN2EKRRcQprtxBoixgfsCtqGBswH7SbjO1K6Z5Qe7YfKVIB0rH6fSJiv9dD3TKfP8Fr/9kbif147xn7ZTUQQxQgBn3zUjyXFkI5CoT2hgKMcGsK4EmZXyq+ZYhxNdFkTgvP75L+kUSw4R4Xi5XG+Up7GkSHbZJfsE4eUSIVckCqpE07uySN5Ji/Wg/VkvVpvk9YZazqzRX7Aev8CyP+Ylg==</latexit>

Heavy-quark jets

e p

h

Q2  1 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="zx2qXjdf0uedrv2ITK0yb9/h9+U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbVDx5aQyCpzATBXMMeNBjAmaBZBJ6OjVJk56F7hoxDAF/xYsHRbz6Hd78GzvLQRMfFDzeq6KqnhdLodG2v63M2vrG5lZ2O7ezu7d/kD88augoURzqPJKRanlMgxQh1FGghFasgAWehKY3upn6zQdQWkThPY5jcAM2CIUvOEMj9fIntW6pI4E6HYRHTOktNCbdUi9fsIv2DHSVOAtSIAtUe/mvTj/iSQAhcsm0bjt2jG7KFAouYZLrJBpixkdsAG1DQxaAdtPZ+RN6bpQ+9SNlKkQ6U39PpCzQehx4pjNgONTL3lT8z2sn6JfdVIRxghDy+SI/kRQjOs2C9oUCjnJsCONKmFspHzLFOJrEciYEZ/nlVdIoFZ3LYql2VaiUF3FkySk5IxfEIdekQu5IldQJJyl5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PemrEWM8fkD6zPH600lKE=</latexit>

p
s = 320 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="887KvgZTIs1h+ovOxO2udDjmyMM=">AAACAHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqAcPXhqD4CnMJIK5CAEPeoxgFkhC6OlUkiY9i901Yhjm4q948aCIVz/Dm39jZzlo4oOCx3tVVNXzIik0Os63lVlZXVvfyG7mtrZ3dvfs/YO6DmPFocZDGaqmxzRIEUANBUpoRgqY70loeKOrid94AKVFGNzhOIKOzwaB6AvO0Ehd+6it7xUmOr0sFZ02wiMm9BrqadfOOwVnCrpM3DnJkzmqXfur3Qt57EOAXDKtW64TYSdhCgWXkObasYaI8REbQMvQgPmgO8n0gZSeGqVH+6EyFSCdqr8nEuZrPfY90+kzHOpFbyL+57Vi7Jc7iQiiGCHgs0X9WFIM6SQN2hMKOMqxIYwrYW6lfMgU42gyy5kQ3MWXl0m9WHBLheLteb5SnseRJcfkhJwRl1yQCrkhVVIjnKTkmbySN+vJerHerY9Za8aazxySP7A+fwBGq5Yp</latexit>

0.2 < y < 0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="OHX3CsSJCo/8i0npjxXFJLt9yMA=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgddxFwRQpAjaWEcyHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6ecBz5FTYWitj6c+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUxZ9p43rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dJYrQFol4pLoh1pQzSVuGGU67saJYhJx2wunt3O88UaVZJB9MGtNA4LFkI0awsdKj51brad1za4NyxXO9BdA68XNSgRzNQfmrP4xIIqg0hGOte74XmyDDyjDC6azUTzSNMZniMe1ZKrGgOsgWB8/QhVWGaBQpW9Kghfp7IsNC61SEtlNgM9Gr3lz8z+slZlQLMibjxFBJlotGCUcmQvPv0ZApSgxPLcFEMXsrIhOsMDE2o5INwV99eZ20q65/5VbvryuNWh5HEc7gHC7BhxtowB00oQUEBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Q+czx+JVY7l</latexit>

|⌘(jet)| < 2.5/1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="InlIRO0zVoGW44I4phR+HjsgFm0=">AAACA3icbVDJTgJBEO3BDXFDvellIjHByziDEjl4IPHiERNZEiCkpymgpWdJd42RDCRe/BUvHjTGqz/hzb+xWQ4KvqSSl/eqUlXPDQVXaNvfRmJpeWV1Lbme2tjc2t5J7+5VVBBJBmUWiEDWXKpAcB/KyFFALZRAPVdA1e1fjf3qPUjFA/8WByE0Pdr1eYczilpqpQ+GDUCabSA8YHwHODoZXuas/Klj5VvpjG3ZE5iLxJmRDJmh1Ep/NdoBizzwkQmqVN2xQ2zGVCJnAkapRqQgpKxPu1DX1KceqGY8+WFkHmulbXYCqctHc6L+noipp9TAc3WnR7Gn5r2x+J9Xj7BTaMbcDyMEn00XdSJhYmCOAzHbXAJDMdCEMsn1rSbrUUkZ6thSOgRn/uVFUslZzpmVuznPFAuzOJLkkByRLHHIBSmSa1IiZcLII3kmr+TNeDJejHfjY9qaMGYz++QPjM8fG5yWeA==</latexit>jetxy

z

d

mvtx

10



PT (hadron) > 0.5 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="mcbThGsN8PVcjXDcgV/st1qOLs4=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNahC0CXd+oJUELLSMYKKQHMfeZpIs2ds7dufEcKS28a/YWChi6y+w89+4+Sg08cHA470ZZuaFiRQGXffbmZmdm19YzC3ll1dW19YLG5s1E6eaQ5XHMtZ3ITMghYIqCpRwl2hgUSjhNuxeDPzbe9BGxOoGewn4EWsr0RKcoZWCwk4luNlvIDxg1mFNHav+wblbOhkp9BJq/aBQdEvuEHSaeGNSJGNUgsJXoxnzNAKFXDJj6p6boJ8xjYJL6OcbqYGE8S5rQ91SxSIwfjZ8pU/3rNKkrVjbUkiH6u+JjEXG9KLQdkYMO2bSG4j/efUUW2d+JlSSIig+WtRKJcWYDnKhTaGBo+xZwrgW9lbKO0wzjja9vA3Bm3x5mtQOS95R6fD6uFg+G8eRI9tkl+wTj5ySMrkiFVIlnDySZ/JK3pwn58V5dz5GrTPOeGaL/IHz+QMqKZnk</latexit>

PT (jet) > 6/7 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="9v51OStWlkTDJFn4bv4LfdjyouQ=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLehSkMQh6iTNRTE4S8KDHCNkgGUJPp6Jteha6a8QwzM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5eD2oOD1e1V01fMiKTTa9qc1Mzs3v7CYWcour6yurec2Nhs6jBWHOg9lqFoe0yBFAHUUKKEVKWC+J6HpDc5GfvMWlBZhUMNhBK7PrgLRF5yhkbq5nWq3tt9BuMPkBjA9OD05LE2e9BwaaTeXtwv2GPQvcaYkT6aodnMfnV7IYx8C5JJp3XbsCN2EKRRcQprtxBoixgfsCtqGBswH7SbjO1K6Z5Qe7YfKVIB0rH6fSJiv9dD3TKfP8Fr/9kbif147xn7ZTUQQxQgBn3zUjyXFkI5CoT2hgKMcGsK4EmZXyq+ZYhxNdFkTgvP75L+kUSw4R4Xi5XG+Up7GkSHbZJfsE4eUSIVckCqpE07uySN5Ji/Wg/VkvVpvk9YZazqzRX7Aev8CyP+Ylg==</latexit>

Heavy-quark jets

e p

h

Q2  1 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="zx2qXjdf0uedrv2ITK0yb9/h9+U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbVDx5aQyCpzATBXMMeNBjAmaBZBJ6OjVJk56F7hoxDAF/xYsHRbz6Hd78GzvLQRMfFDzeq6KqnhdLodG2v63M2vrG5lZ2O7ezu7d/kD88augoURzqPJKRanlMgxQh1FGghFasgAWehKY3upn6zQdQWkThPY5jcAM2CIUvOEMj9fIntW6pI4E6HYRHTOktNCbdUi9fsIv2DHSVOAtSIAtUe/mvTj/iSQAhcsm0bjt2jG7KFAouYZLrJBpixkdsAG1DQxaAdtPZ+RN6bpQ+9SNlKkQ6U39PpCzQehx4pjNgONTL3lT8z2sn6JfdVIRxghDy+SI/kRQjOs2C9oUCjnJsCONKmFspHzLFOJrEciYEZ/nlVdIoFZ3LYql2VaiUF3FkySk5IxfEIdekQu5IldQJJyl5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PemrEWM8fkD6zPH600lKE=</latexit>

p
s = 320 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="887KvgZTIs1h+ovOxO2udDjmyMM=">AAACAHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqAcPXhqD4CnMJIK5CAEPeoxgFkhC6OlUkiY9i901Yhjm4q948aCIVz/Dm39jZzlo4oOCx3tVVNXzIik0Os63lVlZXVvfyG7mtrZ3dvfs/YO6DmPFocZDGaqmxzRIEUANBUpoRgqY70loeKOrid94AKVFGNzhOIKOzwaB6AvO0Ehd+6it7xUmOr0sFZ02wiMm9BrqadfOOwVnCrpM3DnJkzmqXfur3Qt57EOAXDKtW64TYSdhCgWXkObasYaI8REbQMvQgPmgO8n0gZSeGqVH+6EyFSCdqr8nEuZrPfY90+kzHOpFbyL+57Vi7Jc7iQiiGCHgs0X9WFIM6SQN2hMKOMqxIYwrYW6lfMgU42gyy5kQ3MWXl0m9WHBLheLteb5SnseRJcfkhJwRl1yQCrkhVVIjnKTkmbySN+vJerHerY9Za8aazxySP7A+fwBGq5Yp</latexit>

0.2 < y < 0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="OHX3CsSJCo/8i0npjxXFJLt9yMA=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgddxFwRQpAjaWEcyHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6ecBz5FTYWitj6c+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUxZ9p43rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dJYrQFol4pLoh1pQzSVuGGU67saJYhJx2wunt3O88UaVZJB9MGtNA4LFkI0awsdKj51brad1za4NyxXO9BdA68XNSgRzNQfmrP4xIIqg0hGOte74XmyDDyjDC6azUTzSNMZniMe1ZKrGgOsgWB8/QhVWGaBQpW9Kghfp7IsNC61SEtlNgM9Gr3lz8z+slZlQLMibjxFBJlotGCUcmQvPv0ZApSgxPLcFEMXsrIhOsMDE2o5INwV99eZ20q65/5VbvryuNWh5HEc7gHC7BhxtowB00oQUEBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Q+czx+JVY7l</latexit>

|⌘(jet)| < 2.5/1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="InlIRO0zVoGW44I4phR+HjsgFm0=">AAACA3icbVDJTgJBEO3BDXFDvellIjHByziDEjl4IPHiERNZEiCkpymgpWdJd42RDCRe/BUvHjTGqz/hzb+xWQ4KvqSSl/eqUlXPDQVXaNvfRmJpeWV1Lbme2tjc2t5J7+5VVBBJBmUWiEDWXKpAcB/KyFFALZRAPVdA1e1fjf3qPUjFA/8WByE0Pdr1eYczilpqpQ+GDUCabSA8YHwHODoZXuas/Klj5VvpjG3ZE5iLxJmRDJmh1Ep/NdoBizzwkQmqVN2xQ2zGVCJnAkapRqQgpKxPu1DX1KceqGY8+WFkHmulbXYCqctHc6L+noipp9TAc3WnR7Gn5r2x+J9Xj7BTaMbcDyMEn00XdSJhYmCOAzHbXAJDMdCEMsn1rSbrUUkZ6thSOgRn/uVFUslZzpmVuznPFAuzOJLkkByRLHHIBSmSa1IiZcLII3kmr+TNeDJejHfjY9qaMGYz++QPjM8fG5yWeA==</latexit>jetxy

z

d
d
𝛿dS=

mvtx

10



PT (hadron) > 0.5 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="mcbThGsN8PVcjXDcgV/st1qOLs4=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNahC0CXd+oJUELLSMYKKQHMfeZpIs2ds7dufEcKS28a/YWChi6y+w89+4+Sg08cHA470ZZuaFiRQGXffbmZmdm19YzC3ll1dW19YLG5s1E6eaQ5XHMtZ3ITMghYIqCpRwl2hgUSjhNuxeDPzbe9BGxOoGewn4EWsr0RKcoZWCwk4luNlvIDxg1mFNHav+wblbOhkp9BJq/aBQdEvuEHSaeGNSJGNUgsJXoxnzNAKFXDJj6p6boJ8xjYJL6OcbqYGE8S5rQ91SxSIwfjZ8pU/3rNKkrVjbUkiH6u+JjEXG9KLQdkYMO2bSG4j/efUUW2d+JlSSIig+WtRKJcWYDnKhTaGBo+xZwrgW9lbKO0wzjja9vA3Bm3x5mtQOS95R6fD6uFg+G8eRI9tkl+wTj5ySMrkiFVIlnDySZ/JK3pwn58V5dz5GrTPOeGaL/IHz+QMqKZnk</latexit>

PT (jet) > 6/7 GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="9v51OStWlkTDJFn4bv4LfdjyouQ=">AAACB3icbVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLehSkMQh6iTNRTE4S8KDHCNkgGUJPp6Jteha6a8QwzM2Lv+LFgyJe/QVv/o2d5eD2oOD1e1V01fMiKTTa9qc1Mzs3v7CYWcour6yurec2Nhs6jBWHOg9lqFoe0yBFAHUUKKEVKWC+J6HpDc5GfvMWlBZhUMNhBK7PrgLRF5yhkbq5nWq3tt9BuMPkBjA9OD05LE2e9BwaaTeXtwv2GPQvcaYkT6aodnMfnV7IYx8C5JJp3XbsCN2EKRRcQprtxBoixgfsCtqGBswH7SbjO1K6Z5Qe7YfKVIB0rH6fSJiv9dD3TKfP8Fr/9kbif147xn7ZTUQQxQgBn3zUjyXFkI5CoT2hgKMcGsK4EmZXyq+ZYhxNdFkTgvP75L+kUSw4R4Xi5XG+Up7GkSHbZJfsE4eUSIVckCqpE07uySN5Ji/Wg/VkvVpvk9YZazqzRX7Aev8CyP+Ylg==</latexit>

Heavy-quark jets

e p

h

Q2  1 GeV2
<latexit sha1_base64="zx2qXjdf0uedrv2ITK0yb9/h9+U=">AAAB/nicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4xbVDx5aQyCpzATBXMMeNBjAmaBZBJ6OjVJk56F7hoxDAF/xYsHRbz6Hd78GzvLQRMfFDzeq6KqnhdLodG2v63M2vrG5lZ2O7ezu7d/kD88augoURzqPJKRanlMgxQh1FGghFasgAWehKY3upn6zQdQWkThPY5jcAM2CIUvOEMj9fIntW6pI4E6HYRHTOktNCbdUi9fsIv2DHSVOAtSIAtUe/mvTj/iSQAhcsm0bjt2jG7KFAouYZLrJBpixkdsAG1DQxaAdtPZ+RN6bpQ+9SNlKkQ6U39PpCzQehx4pjNgONTL3lT8z2sn6JfdVIRxghDy+SI/kRQjOs2C9oUCjnJsCONKmFspHzLFOJrEciYEZ/nlVdIoFZ3LYql2VaiUF3FkySk5IxfEIdekQu5IldQJJyl5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PemrEWM8fkD6zPH600lKE=</latexit>

p
s = 320 GeV

<latexit sha1_base64="887KvgZTIs1h+ovOxO2udDjmyMM=">AAACAHicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbqAcPXhqD4CnMJIK5CAEPeoxgFkhC6OlUkiY9i901Yhjm4q948aCIVz/Dm39jZzlo4oOCx3tVVNXzIik0Os63lVlZXVvfyG7mtrZ3dvfs/YO6DmPFocZDGaqmxzRIEUANBUpoRgqY70loeKOrid94AKVFGNzhOIKOzwaB6AvO0Ehd+6it7xUmOr0sFZ02wiMm9BrqadfOOwVnCrpM3DnJkzmqXfur3Qt57EOAXDKtW64TYSdhCgWXkObasYaI8REbQMvQgPmgO8n0gZSeGqVH+6EyFSCdqr8nEuZrPfY90+kzHOpFbyL+57Vi7Jc7iQiiGCHgs0X9WFIM6SQN2hMKOMqxIYwrYW6lfMgU42gyy5kQ3MWXl0m9WHBLheLteb5SnseRJcfkhJwRl1yQCrkhVVIjnKTkmbySN+vJerHerY9Za8aazxySP7A+fwBGq5Yp</latexit>

0.2 < y < 0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="OHX3CsSJCo/8i0npjxXFJLt9yMA=">AAAB8HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgddxFwRQpAjaWEcyHJEfY22ySJbt7x+6ecBz5FTYWitj6c+z8N26SKzTxwcDjvRlm5oUxZ9p43rdT2Njc2t4p7pb29g8Oj8rHJ20dJYrQFol4pLoh1pQzSVuGGU67saJYhJx2wunt3O88UaVZJB9MGtNA4LFkI0awsdKj51brad1za4NyxXO9BdA68XNSgRzNQfmrP4xIIqg0hGOte74XmyDDyjDC6azUTzSNMZniMe1ZKrGgOsgWB8/QhVWGaBQpW9Kghfp7IsNC61SEtlNgM9Gr3lz8z+slZlQLMibjxFBJlotGCUcmQvPv0ZApSgxPLcFEMXsrIhOsMDE2o5INwV99eZ20q65/5VbvryuNWh5HEc7gHC7BhxtowB00oQUEBDzDK7w5ynlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Q+czx+JVY7l</latexit>

|⌘(jet)| < 2.5/1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="InlIRO0zVoGW44I4phR+HjsgFm0=">AAACA3icbVDJTgJBEO3BDXFDvellIjHByziDEjl4IPHiERNZEiCkpymgpWdJd42RDCRe/BUvHjTGqz/hzb+xWQ4KvqSSl/eqUlXPDQVXaNvfRmJpeWV1Lbme2tjc2t5J7+5VVBBJBmUWiEDWXKpAcB/KyFFALZRAPVdA1e1fjf3qPUjFA/8WByE0Pdr1eYczilpqpQ+GDUCabSA8YHwHODoZXuas/Klj5VvpjG3ZE5iLxJmRDJmh1Ep/NdoBizzwkQmqVN2xQ2zGVCJnAkapRqQgpKxPu1DX1KceqGY8+WFkHmulbXYCqctHc6L+noipp9TAc3WnR7Gn5r2x+J9Xj7BTaMbcDyMEn00XdSJhYmCOAzHbXAJDMdCEMsn1rSbrUUkZ6thSOgRn/uVFUslZzpmVuznPFAuzOJLkkByRLHHIBSmSa1IiZcLII3kmr+TNeDJejHfjY9qaMGYz++QPjM8fG5yWeA==</latexit>jetxy
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1.4 GeV , (b) 1.4 ! mvtx < 2 GeV and (c) 2 ! mvtx < 7.5 GeV . The data are
compared to the total PYTHIA MC distributions as well as the contributions from
the beauty, charm and light-flavour MC subsamples. All samples were normalised
according to the scaling factors obtained from the fit (see Section 8).
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according to the scaling factors obtained from the fit (see Section 8).
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11

• FMNR 
• NLO 
• massive scheme  
• proton PDF: CTEQ6.6/CTEQ5M 
• photon PDF: GRV-G HO

• scaled PYTHIA: 
• LO 
• collinear factorisation 
• direct+resolved 
• massive scheme 
• proton PDF: CTEQ4L&5L 
• photon PDF: GRV-G LO
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Figure 6: Di!erential beauty-jet and charm-jet photoproduction cross sections
as defined in Section 8 as a function of (a)-(b) pjetT and (c)-(d) !jet. The data are
shown as points. The inner error bars are the statistical uncertainties, while the
outer error bars show the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadra-
ture. The band represents the NLO QCD prediction, corrected for hadronisation
e!ects, using CTEQ6.6 as proton PDF; the shaded band shows the estimated un-
certainty. The NLO QCD prediction using CTEQ5M as proton PDF is depicted
separately (dotted-dashed line). The scaled PYTHIA MC prediction (dashed line)
is also shown.
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pT at parton level
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Figure 9: (a) Summary of di!erential cross sections for c-quark jet production as a
function of pc-jetT (a) as measured by the ZEUS collaboration. The measurements are
shown as points, with the results of this analysis shown as inverted triangles. The
inner error bars are the statistical uncertainties, while the outer error bars show the
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The band represents
the NLO QCD prediction and its theoretical uncertainty. The solid line shows
the prediction for µ2 = (m2

c + p2T )/4, while the dashed line shows the prediction for
µ2 = m2

c+p2T . (b) The ratio of the measured cross sections, !meas, to the theoretical
prediction, !th, for µ2 = (m2

c + p2T )/4.
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Figure 8: (a) Summary of di!erential cross sections for b-quark production as
a function of pbT as measured by the ZEUS collaboration. The measurements are
shown as points, with the results of this analysis shown as inverted triangles. The
inner error bars are the statistical uncertainties, while the outer error bars show the
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The band represents
the NLO QCD prediction and its theoretical uncertainty. The solid line shows
the prediction for µ2 = (m2

b + p2T )/4, while the dashed line shows the prediction for
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b+p2T . (b) The ratio of the measured cross sections, !meas, to the theoretical
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• FMNR 
• NLO 
• massive scheme  
• proton PDF: CTEQ6.6/CTEQ5M 
• photon PDF: GRV-G HO
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★ access to lower b-quark PT than for jets and double-tags with muons 

★ PT(b)≃0 → only hard scale = b-quark mass mb 
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★ access to lower b-quark PT than for jets and double-tags with muons 

★ PT(b)≃0 → only hard scale = b-quark mass mb 

• selection:  

• 2 e of either charge combination with PT(e) down to ∼ 1 GeV 

• suppression of DIS events 

• enriched sample of isolated e
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★ access to lower b-quark PT than for jets and double-tags with muons 

★ PT(b)≃0 → only hard scale = b-quark mass mb 

• selection:  

• 2 e of either charge combination with PT(e) down to ∼ 1 GeV 

• suppression of DIS events 

• enriched sample of isolated e
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• reconstruction of average PT(b) via hadronic final states: • separation of uds, charm and J/ψ background via: 
• different e selection criteria (uds) 
• me1e2, |𝜙e1-𝜙e2| and e charge (charm, J/ψ)[GeV]e1,e2m
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Figure 6: Templates in the plane !!e1,e2 · qe1 · qe2, me1,e2 and restricted to the signal enhanced
region S used to separate the heavy quark flavours as obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation.
Also shown is the bin numbering S1-S12 of the 12 subregions of S. For the definition of the
signal enhanced region S see table 3 and text. The two vertical lines indicate the peak invariant
mass region of the J/" ! e+e! decays.
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Figure 3: Differential beauty-jet and charm-jet photoproduction cross sections of [10] as a function of pjetT .
The data are shown as points. The inner error bars are the statistical uncertainties, while the outer error
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Exclusive meson photoproduction

hard scale = large quark mass

H1 – EPJ C 46 ('06) 585; 73 ('13) 2466; PLB 541 ('02) 251 

ZEUS – Nucl. Phys. B 695 ('04) 3; PLB 680 ('09) 4

W�p = [30, 300] GeV
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Indeed, measurements at the EIC and
lattice calculations will have a high degree
of complementarity. For some quantities,
notably the x moments of unpolarized and
polarized quark distributions, a precise de-
termination will be possible both in experi-
ment and on the lattice. Using this to vali-
date the methods used in lattice calculations,
one will gain confidence in computing quan-
tities whose experimental determination is
very hard, such as generalized form factors.
Furthermore, one can gain insight into the
underlying dynamics by computing the same
quantities with values of the quark masses
that are not realized in nature, so as to reveal
the importance of these masses for specific
properties of the nucleon. On the other hand,
there are many aspects of hadron structure
beyond the reach of lattice computations, in
particular, the distribution and polarization
of quarks and gluons at small x, for which
collider measurements are our only source of
information.

y

xp

x
z

b!

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a parton with
longitudinal momentum fraction x and trans-
verse position bT in the proton.

Both impact parameter distributions
f(x, bT ) and transverse-momentum distri-
butions f(x,kT ) describe proton structure
in three dimensions, or more accurately in
2+ 1 dimensions (two transverse dimensions
in either configuration or momentum space,
along with one longitudinal dimension in mo-

mentum space). Note that in a fast-moving
proton, the transverse variables play very dif-
ferent roles than the longitudinal momen-
tum.

It is important to realize that f(x, bT )
and f(x,kT ) are not related to each other by
a Fourier transform (nevertheless it is com-
mon to denote both functions by the same
symbol f). Instead, f(x, bT ) and f(x,kT )
give complementary information about par-
tons, and both types of quantities can be
thought of as descendants of Wigner distri-
butions W (x, bT ,kT ) [8], which are used ex-
tensively in other branches of physics [9].
Although there is no known way to mea-
sure Wigner distributions for quarks and
gluons, they provide a unifying theoretical
framework for the di↵erent aspects of hadron
structure we have discussed. Figure 2.2
shows the connection between these di↵erent
aspects and the experimental possibilities to
explore them.

All parton distributions depend on a
scale which specifies the resolution at which
partons are resolved, and which in a given
scattering process is provided by a large mo-
mentum transfer. For many processes in
e+p collisions, the relevant hard scale is Q

2

(see the Sidebar on page 18). The evolution
equations that describe the scale dependence
of parton distributions provide an essential
tool, both for the validation of the theory
and for the extraction of parton distributions
from cross section data. They also allow one
to convert the distributions seen at high res-
olution to lower resolution scales, where con-
tact can be made with non-perturbative de-
scriptions of the proton.

An essential property of any particle is its
spin, and parton distributions can depend on
the polarization of both the parton and the
parent proton. The spin structure is particu-
larly rich for TMDs and GPDs because they
single out a direction in the transverse plane,
thus opening the way for studying correla-
tions between spin and kT or bT . Informa-
tion about transverse degrees of freedom is
essential to access orbital angular momen-
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generalised parton  
distributions (GPDs)

Fourier transform

10�4  x  10�2
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addition, different reactions exhibit strongly different W dependences. The total photoproduc-
tion cross section and the photoproduction of light VM show weak energy dependences, typical
of soft, hadron–hadron processes. In contrast, increasingly steep W dependences are observed
with increasing mass or Q2. In detail, theW dependences are investigated using a parameterisa-
tion inspired by Regge theory, in the form of a power law with a linear parameterisation of the
effective trajectory

! ! W !, " = 4 (#IP " 1), #IP (t) = #IP (0) + #! · t. (1)
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The intercept #IP (0) of the effective trajectory quantifies the energy dependence of the
reaction for t = 0. The evolution of #IP (0) with µ2 is shown in Fig. 4-left. Light VM production
at small µ2 gives values of #IP (0) <

# 1.1, similar to those measured for soft hadron–hadron
interactions [33]. In contrast larger values, #IP (0) ># 1.2, are observed for DVCS, for light VM
at largeQ2 and for heavy VM at allQ2. This increase is related to the large parton densities in the
proton at small x, which are resolved in the presence of a hard scale: theW dependences of the
cross section is governed by the hard x"" evolution of the gluon distribution, with $ $ 0.2 for
Q2 $ M2

J/# . TheW dependences of VM cross sections, measured for different Q2 values, are
reasonably well described by pQCD models (not shown). In detail these are however sensitive
to assumptions on the imput gluon densities in the domain 10"4 <

# x <
# 10"2 which is poorly

constrained by inclusive data [25, 34].
The slope #! in eq. (1) describes the correlation between the t andW dependences of the

cross section. The measurement of the evolution with t of the " exponent can be parameterised
as a W dependence of the b slopes, with b = b0 + 4#! lnW/W0. In hadron–hadron scattering,

Q2 ⇡ 0

addition, different reactions exhibit strongly different W dependences. The total photoproduc-
tion cross section and the photoproduction of light VM show weak energy dependences, typical
of soft, hadron–hadron processes. In contrast, increasingly steep W dependences are observed
with increasing mass or Q2. In detail, theW dependences are investigated using a parameterisa-
tion inspired by Regge theory, in the form of a power law with a linear parameterisation of the
effective trajectory
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The intercept #IP (0) of the effective trajectory quantifies the energy dependence of the
reaction for t = 0. The evolution of #IP (0) with µ2 is shown in Fig. 4-left. Light VM production
at small µ2 gives values of #IP (0) <

# 1.1, similar to those measured for soft hadron–hadron
interactions [33]. In contrast larger values, #IP (0) ># 1.2, are observed for DVCS, for light VM
at largeQ2 and for heavy VM at allQ2. This increase is related to the large parton densities in the
proton at small x, which are resolved in the presence of a hard scale: theW dependences of the
cross section is governed by the hard x"" evolution of the gluon distribution, with $ $ 0.2 for
Q2 $ M2

J/# . TheW dependences of VM cross sections, measured for different Q2 values, are
reasonably well described by pQCD models (not shown). In detail these are however sensitive
to assumptions on the imput gluon densities in the domain 10"4 <

# x <
# 10"2 which is poorly

constrained by inclusive data [25, 34].
The slope #! in eq. (1) describes the correlation between the t andW dependences of the

cross section. The measurement of the evolution with t of the " exponent can be parameterised
as a W dependence of the b slopes, with b = b0 + 4#! lnW/W0. In hadron–hadron scattering,
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Figure 6: Differential J/ photoproduction cross sections d�/dt as a function of the negative
squared four-momentum transfer at the proton vertex, �t, as obtained in the high-energy data
set for the (a) elastic regime and the (b) proton-dissociative regime and as obtained for the low-
energy data set shown in (c) and (d). The error bars represent the total errors. Also shown by
the curves is a simultaneous fit to this measurement and [24] of the form d�/dt = Nele�bel|t| for
the elastic cross sections and d�/dt = Npd(1 + (bpd/n)|t|)�n for the proton-dissociative cross
sections. The fit uncertainty is represented by the spread of the shaded bands.
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Figure 11: A compilation of the value of the slope b from a fit of the form
d!/d|t| ! e!b|t| for exclusive vector-meson electroproduction, as a function of Q2 +
M2. Also included is the DVCS result. The inner error bars indicate the statistical
uncertainty, the outer error bars represent the statistical and systematic uncertainty
added in quadrature.
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Figure 12: Spin-density matrix elements as functions of Q2 (a-e) and |t| (f-j) for the range
40 < W!p < 160 GeV. The data points are the results of fits of equations 4- 7 to the data shown
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Search for exclusive production of 
Zc(3900)
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Search for exclusive photoproduction of Zc(3900) at COMPASS Alexey Guskov

1. Introduction

Untill the beginning of 2000s we knew that hadron matter existing in our universe is composed
of 3 quarks (baryons) or quark-anti-quark pairs (mesons). However, QCD doesn’t prohibit forms of
matter such as multi-quark states, hybrid states, glueballs and so on. In the past decade a number
of such "exotic" candidates, named X,Y, Z states, have been discovered in the charmonium and
bottomonium sectors. The Zc(3900)± state observed by the BES-III [2] and Belle [3] collaborations
in 2013 is a good candidate for a tetraquark state although other explanations like a molecular state,
a cusp effect, an initial-single-pion-emission mechanism were also proposed. Since all observations
of the Z states have been done only in decays of other hadronic states with higher masses, looking
for direct production of Zc(3900)± looks especially interesting to clarify its nature. The COMPASS
experiment performed the attempt to observe exclusive photoproduction of Zc(3900)± using the
charge-exchange reaction (see Fig. 1)

µ+N ! µ+N0Zc(3900)± ! µ+N0J/yp± ! µ+µ+µ�p±N0. (1.1)

2. Zc(3900)± production at COMPASS

The COMPASS experiment [4] is situated at the M2 beam line of the CERN Super Pro-
ton Synchrotron. The experimental data obtained for positive muons scattering of 160 GeV/c
(2002-2010) or 200 GeV/c momentum (2011) off solid 6LiD (2002-2004) or NH3 targets (2006-
2011) were used for looking for exclusive Zc(3900)± production. The mass spectrum for J/yp±

!
"J/ +

cZ

+#

p n

"J/

+#

Figure 1: Diagram for Z+
c (3900) production via vir-

tual p+ exchange.
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Figure 2: Mass spectrum of the Jyp± [1]. The
searching range is shown by the vertical lines while
the curve represents the background fitting.

events is shown in Fig. 2. It does not exhibit any statistically significant resonant structure around
3.9 GeV/c2. The upper limit NUL

Zc
for the number of produced Z±

c (3900) events in the range
3.84 GeV/c2 < MJ/yp+ < 3.96 GeV/c2 corresponding to a confidence level of CL = 90% is esti-
mated to be NUL

Zc
= 15.1 events. For the absolute normalisation of the Z±

c (3900) production rate
the number of exclusively produced J/y mesons from incoherent exclusive production

g N ! J/y N, (2.1)
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Longitudinal double spin asymmetries in single hadron

quasi-real photoproduction at high pT

Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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Search for exclusive photoproduction of Zc(3900) at COMPASS Alexey Guskov

1. Introduction

Untill the beginning of 2000s we knew that hadron matter existing in our universe is composed
of 3 quarks (baryons) or quark-anti-quark pairs (mesons). However, QCD doesn’t prohibit forms of
matter such as multi-quark states, hybrid states, glueballs and so on. In the past decade a number
of such "exotic" candidates, named X,Y, Z states, have been discovered in the charmonium and
bottomonium sectors. The Zc(3900)± state observed by the BES-III [2] and Belle [3] collaborations
in 2013 is a good candidate for a tetraquark state although other explanations like a molecular state,
a cusp effect, an initial-single-pion-emission mechanism were also proposed. Since all observations
of the Z states have been done only in decays of other hadronic states with higher masses, looking
for direct production of Zc(3900)± looks especially interesting to clarify its nature. The COMPASS
experiment performed the attempt to observe exclusive photoproduction of Zc(3900)± using the
charge-exchange reaction (see Fig. 1)

µ+N ! µ+N0Zc(3900)± ! µ+N0J/yp± ! µ+µ+µ�p±N0. (1.1)

2. Zc(3900)± production at COMPASS

The COMPASS experiment [4] is situated at the M2 beam line of the CERN Super Pro-
ton Synchrotron. The experimental data obtained for positive muons scattering of 160 GeV/c
(2002-2010) or 200 GeV/c momentum (2011) off solid 6LiD (2002-2004) or NH3 targets (2006-
2011) were used for looking for exclusive Zc(3900)± production. The mass spectrum for J/yp±
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Figure 1: Diagram for Z+
c (3900) production via vir-

tual p+ exchange.
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Figure 2: Mass spectrum of the Jyp± [1]. The
searching range is shown by the vertical lines while
the curve represents the background fitting.

events is shown in Fig. 2. It does not exhibit any statistically significant resonant structure around
3.9 GeV/c2. The upper limit NUL

Zc
for the number of produced Z±

c (3900) events in the range
3.84 GeV/c2 < MJ/yp+ < 3.96 GeV/c2 corresponding to a confidence level of CL = 90% is esti-
mated to be NUL

Zc
= 15.1 events. For the absolute normalisation of the Z±

c (3900) production rate
the number of exclusively produced J/y mesons from incoherent exclusive production

g N ! J/y N, (2.1)
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Longitudinal double spin asymmetries in single hadron

quasi-real photoproduction at high pT

Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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1. Introduction

Untill the beginning of 2000s we knew that hadron matter existing in our universe is composed
of 3 quarks (baryons) or quark-anti-quark pairs (mesons). However, QCD doesn’t prohibit forms of
matter such as multi-quark states, hybrid states, glueballs and so on. In the past decade a number
of such "exotic" candidates, named X,Y, Z states, have been discovered in the charmonium and
bottomonium sectors. The Zc(3900)± state observed by the BES-III [2] and Belle [3] collaborations
in 2013 is a good candidate for a tetraquark state although other explanations like a molecular state,
a cusp effect, an initial-single-pion-emission mechanism were also proposed. Since all observations
of the Z states have been done only in decays of other hadronic states with higher masses, looking
for direct production of Zc(3900)± looks especially interesting to clarify its nature. The COMPASS
experiment performed the attempt to observe exclusive photoproduction of Zc(3900)± using the
charge-exchange reaction (see Fig. 1)

µ+N ! µ+N0Zc(3900)± ! µ+N0J/yp± ! µ+µ+µ�p±N0. (1.1)

2. Zc(3900)± production at COMPASS

The COMPASS experiment [4] is situated at the M2 beam line of the CERN Super Pro-
ton Synchrotron. The experimental data obtained for positive muons scattering of 160 GeV/c
(2002-2010) or 200 GeV/c momentum (2011) off solid 6LiD (2002-2004) or NH3 targets (2006-
2011) were used for looking for exclusive Zc(3900)± production. The mass spectrum for J/yp±
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Figure 1: Diagram for Z+
c (3900) production via vir-

tual p+ exchange.
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Figure 2: Mass spectrum of the Jyp± [1]. The
searching range is shown by the vertical lines while
the curve represents the background fitting.

events is shown in Fig. 2. It does not exhibit any statistically significant resonant structure around
3.9 GeV/c2. The upper limit NUL

Zc
for the number of produced Z±

c (3900) events in the range
3.84 GeV/c2 < MJ/yp+ < 3.96 GeV/c2 corresponding to a confidence level of CL = 90% is esti-
mated to be NUL

Zc
= 15.1 events. For the absolute normalisation of the Z±

c (3900) production rate
the number of exclusively produced J/y mesons from incoherent exclusive production

g N ! J/y N, (2.1)
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Fig. 3. Kinematic distributions for the reactions Eq. (7) (yellow, upper curves) and Eq. (3) (green, lower curves) (a) Q 2, (b) !s! N . (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. (a) Mass spectrum of the J/"#± state. The fitted function is shown as a line. (b) p2
T distributions for exclusively produced J/" mesons off the 6LiD (blue, lower) and 

NH3 (red, upper) targets. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

For the absolute normalization of the Z±
c (3900) production rate 

we estimated for the same data sample the number of exclusively 
produced J/" mesons from incoherent exclusive production in

! N " J/"N, (6)

the cross section of which is known for our range of !s! N [17]. 
The same selection criteria are applied for the exclusive production 
of the J/" mesons

µ+N " µ+ J/"N, (7)

and Z±
c (3900) hadrons. To separate J/" production and non-

resonant production of dimuons, the dimuon mass spectrum is 
fitted by a function consisting of three Gaussians (two to describe 
the J/" peak and one for the "(2S) peak) and an exponential 
background under the peaks (see Fig. 2a). Finally 18.2 #103 events 
of exclusive J/" production remain in the sample. The distribu-
tion of the squared transverse momentum p2

T of the J/" (Fig. 4b) 
for the exclusive sample is fitted by a sum of two exponential 
functions in order to separate the contributions from exclusive co-
herent production on the target nuclei and exclusive production on 
(quasi-)free target nucleons. The contribution from coherent pro-
duction is found to be 30.3% for the 6LiD target and 38.9% for NH3
target (36.1% averaged over the sample). The amount of nonexclu-
sive events in the exclusive incoherent sample is estimated to be 
about 30 ± 10%. Since only the charged pion distinguishes the final 
state of the process in Eq. (2) from the final state of the process 
in Eq. (6), the ratio Ra of their acceptances is in a first approx-
imation equal to the acceptance for this pion. Based on previous 

COMPASS measurements and Monte Carlo simulations this ratio is 
about Ra = 0.5 ± 0.1syst. , averaged over all setup and target config-
urations. Thus we obtain the result

BR(Z±
c (3900) " J/"#±) # $! N"Z±

c (3900)N

$! N" J/"N

!!!!
$!s! N %=13.8 GeV

< 3.7 # 10&3, (8)

where BR denotes the branching ratio for the Z±
c (3900) " J/"#±

decay channel. Assuming $! N" J/"N = 14.0 ± 1.6stat. ± 2.5syst. nb
as measured by the NA14 Collaboration for 

!
s! N = 13.7 GeV [17], 

the result can be presented as

BR
"

Z±
c (3900) " J/"#±#

# $! N"Z±
c (3900)N

!!
$!s! N %=13.8 GeV

< 52 pb. (9)

The upper limits for the ratio of the cross sections in intervals 
of !s! N are presented in Table 1.

The main contribution to the systematic uncertainty of the 
result shown in Eq. (8) comes from the background description 
in the signal range of the J/"# spectrum. Changes of the fit-
ting function and the fitting ranges shift the result within ±15%. 
The absolute normalization is performed with a relative accuracy 
of about 25% that includes our limited knowledge of the ratio 
Ra = 0.5 ± 0.1syst. and systematic errors in the estimation of the 
nonexclusive contamination in the reference J/" sample (15%), 
determined from the pT dependence of the energy balance %E . 
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We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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Search for exclusive photoproduction of Zc(3900) at COMPASS Alexey Guskov

1. Introduction

Untill the beginning of 2000s we knew that hadron matter existing in our universe is composed
of 3 quarks (baryons) or quark-anti-quark pairs (mesons). However, QCD doesn’t prohibit forms of
matter such as multi-quark states, hybrid states, glueballs and so on. In the past decade a number
of such "exotic" candidates, named X,Y, Z states, have been discovered in the charmonium and
bottomonium sectors. The Zc(3900)± state observed by the BES-III [2] and Belle [3] collaborations
in 2013 is a good candidate for a tetraquark state although other explanations like a molecular state,
a cusp effect, an initial-single-pion-emission mechanism were also proposed. Since all observations
of the Z states have been done only in decays of other hadronic states with higher masses, looking
for direct production of Zc(3900)± looks especially interesting to clarify its nature. The COMPASS
experiment performed the attempt to observe exclusive photoproduction of Zc(3900)± using the
charge-exchange reaction (see Fig. 1)

µ+N ! µ+N0Zc(3900)± ! µ+N0J/yp± ! µ+µ+µ�p±N0. (1.1)

2. Zc(3900)± production at COMPASS

The COMPASS experiment [4] is situated at the M2 beam line of the CERN Super Pro-
ton Synchrotron. The experimental data obtained for positive muons scattering of 160 GeV/c
(2002-2010) or 200 GeV/c momentum (2011) off solid 6LiD (2002-2004) or NH3 targets (2006-
2011) were used for looking for exclusive Zc(3900)± production. The mass spectrum for J/yp±

!
"J/ +

cZ

+#

p n

"J/

+#

Figure 1: Diagram for Z+
c (3900) production via vir-

tual p+ exchange.
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Figure 2: Mass spectrum of the Jyp± [1]. The
searching range is shown by the vertical lines while
the curve represents the background fitting.

events is shown in Fig. 2. It does not exhibit any statistically significant resonant structure around
3.9 GeV/c2. The upper limit NUL

Zc
for the number of produced Z±

c (3900) events in the range
3.84 GeV/c2 < MJ/yp+ < 3.96 GeV/c2 corresponding to a confidence level of CL = 90% is esti-
mated to be NUL

Zc
= 15.1 events. For the absolute normalisation of the Z±

c (3900) production rate
the number of exclusively produced J/y mesons from incoherent exclusive production

g N ! J/y N, (2.1)

2

⇥��N!Z±
c (3900)N/��N!J/ N < 3.7⇥ 10�3
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Fig. 3. Kinematic distributions for the reactions Eq. (7) (yellow, upper curves) and Eq. (3) (green, lower curves) (a) Q 2, (b) !s! N . (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. (a) Mass spectrum of the J/"#± state. The fitted function is shown as a line. (b) p2
T distributions for exclusively produced J/" mesons off the 6LiD (blue, lower) and 

NH3 (red, upper) targets. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

For the absolute normalization of the Z±
c (3900) production rate 

we estimated for the same data sample the number of exclusively 
produced J/" mesons from incoherent exclusive production in

! N " J/"N, (6)

the cross section of which is known for our range of !s! N [17]. 
The same selection criteria are applied for the exclusive production 
of the J/" mesons

µ+N " µ+ J/"N, (7)

and Z±
c (3900) hadrons. To separate J/" production and non-

resonant production of dimuons, the dimuon mass spectrum is 
fitted by a function consisting of three Gaussians (two to describe 
the J/" peak and one for the "(2S) peak) and an exponential 
background under the peaks (see Fig. 2a). Finally 18.2 #103 events 
of exclusive J/" production remain in the sample. The distribu-
tion of the squared transverse momentum p2

T of the J/" (Fig. 4b) 
for the exclusive sample is fitted by a sum of two exponential 
functions in order to separate the contributions from exclusive co-
herent production on the target nuclei and exclusive production on 
(quasi-)free target nucleons. The contribution from coherent pro-
duction is found to be 30.3% for the 6LiD target and 38.9% for NH3
target (36.1% averaged over the sample). The amount of nonexclu-
sive events in the exclusive incoherent sample is estimated to be 
about 30 ± 10%. Since only the charged pion distinguishes the final 
state of the process in Eq. (2) from the final state of the process 
in Eq. (6), the ratio Ra of their acceptances is in a first approx-
imation equal to the acceptance for this pion. Based on previous 

COMPASS measurements and Monte Carlo simulations this ratio is 
about Ra = 0.5 ± 0.1syst. , averaged over all setup and target config-
urations. Thus we obtain the result

BR(Z±
c (3900) " J/"#±) # $! N"Z±

c (3900)N

$! N" J/"N

!!!!
$!s! N %=13.8 GeV

< 3.7 # 10&3, (8)

where BR denotes the branching ratio for the Z±
c (3900) " J/"#±

decay channel. Assuming $! N" J/"N = 14.0 ± 1.6stat. ± 2.5syst. nb
as measured by the NA14 Collaboration for 

!
s! N = 13.7 GeV [17], 

the result can be presented as

BR
"

Z±
c (3900) " J/"#±#

# $! N"Z±
c (3900)N

!!
$!s! N %=13.8 GeV

< 52 pb. (9)

The upper limits for the ratio of the cross sections in intervals 
of !s! N are presented in Table 1.

The main contribution to the systematic uncertainty of the 
result shown in Eq. (8) comes from the background description 
in the signal range of the J/"# spectrum. Changes of the fit-
ting function and the fitting ranges shift the result within ±15%. 
The absolute normalization is performed with a relative accuracy 
of about 25% that includes our limited knowledge of the ratio 
Ra = 0.5 ± 0.1syst. and systematic errors in the estimation of the 
nonexclusive contamination in the reference J/" sample (15%), 
determined from the pT dependence of the energy balance %E . 

±
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Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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µ+(160/200 GeV)N ! µ+Z±
c (3900)
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.

Search for exclusive production of 
X(3872)
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We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process
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! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.
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Longitudinal double spin asymmetries in single hadron

quasi-real photoproduction at high pT

Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.
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Longitudinal double spin asymmetries in single hadron

quasi-real photoproduction at high pT

Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.

Search for exclusive production of 
X(3872)
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.
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Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.

Search for exclusive production of 
X(3872)
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.
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Fig. 7. (a) Invariant mass spectra for the !+!! subsystem from the decay of !X(3872) (red squares) and "(2S) (blue circles) produced in reaction (2). The corresponding 
distributions for three-body phase–space decays are shown by the curves. (b) Invariant mass spectra for the !+!! subsystem from the decay of !X(3872) measured by 
COMPASS with the applied cut Mmiss > 3 GeV/c2 (red squares) and from the decay of X(3872) observed by ATLAS [22] (blue points). Both distributions are normalised to 
the same area.

tion that the fluxes of virtual photons for reactions (2) and (6) are 
the same. This assumption is supported by the similar shapes of 
the Q 2 and "s# N distributions in both cases. We can therefore 
relate the photo- and leptoproduction cross sections as follows:

$µ N#µ!X(3872)! N $

$µ N#µ J/" N
=

$# N#!X(3872)! N $

$# N# J/" N
. (7)

The cross section of the reaction # N # J/" N is known for our 
range of "

s# N ; it is 14.0 ± 1.6(stat) ± 2.5(syst) nb at "
s# N =

13.7 GeV [44]. Since this value was obtained for the production by 
a real-photon beam, we reduce it by a factor of 0.8 in order to take 
into account the Q 2 dependence of the cross section by using the 
parameterisation of Ref. [45] and the average photon virtuality in 
our samples of about 1 (GeV/c)2. Since the three charged pions ap-
pear only in the final state of reaction (2), the ratio of acceptances 
of the two reactions is in first approximation equal to the pion 
acceptance a! cubed. Based on previous COMPASS measurements 
and Monte Carlo simulations, we estimate a! = 0.6 ± 0.1(syst) as 
average over the geometrical detector acceptance and both target 
configurations. Thus we set

$# N#!X(3872)! N $ % B!X(3872)# J/"!!

$# N# J/"N
=

N!X(3872)

a3
! N J/"

, (8)

where N!X(3872) and N J/" are the respective numbers of observed 
!X(3872) and J/" events from exclusive production on quasi-free 
nucleons. The number N J/" is determined as 9.6 %103, with a sys-
tematic uncertainty of about 10% due to non-exclusive background 
in our data sample. The amount of COMPASS data used in this 
analysis is equivalent to about 14 pb!1 of the integrated luminos-
ity, when considering a real-photon beam of about 100 GeV inci-
dent energy scattering off free nucleons. Using the normalization 
procedure described in Ref. [35], we determine the cross section 
for the reaction # N # !X(3872)!±N $ multiplied by the branching 
fraction for the decay !X(3872) # J/"!+!! to be

$# N#!X(3872)! N $ %B!X(3872)# J/"!! = 71±28(stat)±39(syst) pb.

(9)

The statistical uncertainty is given by the uncertainty in the num-
ber of !X(3872) signal events, while the main contributions to the 
systematic uncertainty are: (i) 36 pb from the estimation of a3

! , 

(ii) 14 pb from the cross section for reaction (6), (iii) 7 pb from 
the estimation of N J/" .

Also, an upper limit is determined for the production rate of 
X(3872) in the reaction # N # X(3872)N , mentioned in Ref. [33], 
using the same procedure for normalization as described above. 
The result is

$# N#X(3872)N $ % BX(3872)# J/"!! < 2.9 pb (CL = 90%). (10)

In summary, in our study of the process depicted in Fig. 1
we observed the muoproduction of the state !X(3872) with a sta-
tistical significance of 4.1$ . The absolute production rate of this 
state in J/"!+!! mode was also measured. Its mass M!X(3872) =
3860.0 ±10.4 MeV/c2 and width %!X(3872) < 51 MeV/c2 CL=90% and 
decay mode !X(3872) # J/"!! are consistent with the X(3872). 
Our observed two-pion mass spectrum shows disagreement with 
previous experimental results for the X(3872). A possible explana-
tion could be that the observed state is the C = !1 partner of the 
X(3872) as predicted by a tetraquark model. The presented results 
demonstrate the physics potential of studying exotic charmonium-
like states in (virtual) photoproduction. However, an independent 
confirmation of the nature of the observed !X(3872) signal from 
high-precision experiments with high-energy virtual or real pho-
tons is required.
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Longitudinal double spin asymmetries in single hadron

quasi-real photoproduction at high pT

Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.

Search for exclusive production of 
X(3872)
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.
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Fig. 7. (a) Invariant mass spectra for the !+!! subsystem from the decay of !X(3872) (red squares) and "(2S) (blue circles) produced in reaction (2). The corresponding 
distributions for three-body phase–space decays are shown by the curves. (b) Invariant mass spectra for the !+!! subsystem from the decay of !X(3872) measured by 
COMPASS with the applied cut Mmiss > 3 GeV/c2 (red squares) and from the decay of X(3872) observed by ATLAS [22] (blue points). Both distributions are normalised to 
the same area.

tion that the fluxes of virtual photons for reactions (2) and (6) are 
the same. This assumption is supported by the similar shapes of 
the Q 2 and "s# N distributions in both cases. We can therefore 
relate the photo- and leptoproduction cross sections as follows:

$µ N#µ!X(3872)! N $

$µ N#µ J/" N
=

$# N#!X(3872)! N $

$# N# J/" N
. (7)

The cross section of the reaction # N # J/" N is known for our 
range of "

s# N ; it is 14.0 ± 1.6(stat) ± 2.5(syst) nb at "
s# N =

13.7 GeV [44]. Since this value was obtained for the production by 
a real-photon beam, we reduce it by a factor of 0.8 in order to take 
into account the Q 2 dependence of the cross section by using the 
parameterisation of Ref. [45] and the average photon virtuality in 
our samples of about 1 (GeV/c)2. Since the three charged pions ap-
pear only in the final state of reaction (2), the ratio of acceptances 
of the two reactions is in first approximation equal to the pion 
acceptance a! cubed. Based on previous COMPASS measurements 
and Monte Carlo simulations, we estimate a! = 0.6 ± 0.1(syst) as 
average over the geometrical detector acceptance and both target 
configurations. Thus we set

$# N#!X(3872)! N $ % B!X(3872)# J/"!!

$# N# J/"N
=

N!X(3872)

a3
! N J/"

, (8)

where N!X(3872) and N J/" are the respective numbers of observed 
!X(3872) and J/" events from exclusive production on quasi-free 
nucleons. The number N J/" is determined as 9.6 %103, with a sys-
tematic uncertainty of about 10% due to non-exclusive background 
in our data sample. The amount of COMPASS data used in this 
analysis is equivalent to about 14 pb!1 of the integrated luminos-
ity, when considering a real-photon beam of about 100 GeV inci-
dent energy scattering off free nucleons. Using the normalization 
procedure described in Ref. [35], we determine the cross section 
for the reaction # N # !X(3872)!±N $ multiplied by the branching 
fraction for the decay !X(3872) # J/"!+!! to be

$# N#!X(3872)! N $ %B!X(3872)# J/"!! = 71±28(stat)±39(syst) pb.

(9)

The statistical uncertainty is given by the uncertainty in the num-
ber of !X(3872) signal events, while the main contributions to the 
systematic uncertainty are: (i) 36 pb from the estimation of a3

! , 

(ii) 14 pb from the cross section for reaction (6), (iii) 7 pb from 
the estimation of N J/" .

Also, an upper limit is determined for the production rate of 
X(3872) in the reaction # N # X(3872)N , mentioned in Ref. [33], 
using the same procedure for normalization as described above. 
The result is

$# N#X(3872)N $ % BX(3872)# J/"!! < 2.9 pb (CL = 90%). (10)

In summary, in our study of the process depicted in Fig. 1
we observed the muoproduction of the state !X(3872) with a sta-
tistical significance of 4.1$ . The absolute production rate of this 
state in J/"!+!! mode was also measured. Its mass M!X(3872) =
3860.0 ±10.4 MeV/c2 and width %!X(3872) < 51 MeV/c2 CL=90% and 
decay mode !X(3872) # J/"!! are consistent with the X(3872). 
Our observed two-pion mass spectrum shows disagreement with 
previous experimental results for the X(3872). A possible explana-
tion could be that the observed state is the C = !1 partner of the 
X(3872) as predicted by a tetraquark model. The presented results 
demonstrate the physics potential of studying exotic charmonium-
like states in (virtual) photoproduction. However, an independent 
confirmation of the nature of the observed !X(3872) signal from 
high-precision experiments with high-energy virtual or real pho-
tons is required.
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Longitudinal double spin asymmetries in single hadron

quasi-real photoproduction at high pT

Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.

Search for exclusive production of 
X(3872)
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Fig. 1. Diagram for exclusive muoproduction of X0!± in reaction (2).

rates, which are obtained using a normalization process that was 
recorded in parallel, see below. Beam halo muons were rejected by 
veto counters located upstream of the target.

The main subject of this Letter is the study of muoproduction 
of an X0 in the process

µ+ N ! µ+ X0!± N " ! µ+( J/"!+!#)!±N "

! µ+(µ+µ#!+!#)!±N ", (2)

the diagram of which is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In order 
to select such events, we first require a reconstructed vertex in 
the target region with an incoming beam muon track, three out-
going muon tracks (two µ+ , one µ#) and three outgoing pions 
(!+!#!+ or !+!#!#). Reconstructed particles are identified as 
muons if they have momentum above 8 GeV/c and have crossed 
more than 15 radiation lengths of material. The muon identifi-
cation e!ciency for such energetic particles is higher than 90%. 
Other charged particles are assumed to be pions. Since the dimuon 
mass resolution of the setup for the J/" peak is about 50 MeV/c2

[35], candidates for J/" decaying into a pair of oppositely charged 
muons are accepted if their reconstructed mass lies in the range 
from 3.02 GeV/c2 to 3.18 GeV/c2. With two µ+ in a given event, 
we may reconstruct two J/" candidates in the µ+µ# final state, 
in which case the event is rejected ($3% of events). The nominal 
J/" mass [24] is assigned to accepted dimuons. In order to select 
exclusive production in process (2), we require 

!
E to match the 

energy Ebeam of the beam particle, except for a small recoil energy 
to the target. Here, 

!
E is the sum of energies of the scattered 

muon, of the J/" , and of the three pions in the final state. Since 
at COMPASS the experimental resolution for #E = !

E # Ebeam is 
about 2 GeV, we require |#E| < 4 GeV in order to select exclusive 
production of the J/"3! final state. The total number of selected 
exclusive µ+ J/"2!+!# and µ+ J/"!+2!# events is 72 and 49, 
respectively. The ratio (72/49) corresponds approximately to the 
ratio of the average numbers of protons and neutrons in the target 
material that is $ 1.3.

Fig. 2(a) shows the mass spectrum for the J/"!+!# subsys-
tem in reaction (2) from threshold to 5 GeV/c2 after the aforemen-
tioned selection criteria were applied. As there are two equally 
charged pions per event, this mass spectrum contains contribu-
tions from the two possible !+!# combinations. The mass spec-
trum exhibits two peak structures below 4 GeV/c2, with positions 
and widths that are compatible with the production and decay of 
"(2S) and X(3872). However, for reasons that will be described 
below, we prefer to name the particle corresponding to the sec-
ond peak observed for the reaction (2) as "X(3872). We determine 
the resonance parameters by a maximum likelihood fit to the mass 
spectrum from threshold to 5 GeV/c2, using a sum of two Gaussian 
functions for the two signal peaks and the background term

B(M) = c1(M # m0)
c2 e#c3 M , (3)

Fig. 2. (a) The J/"!+!# invariant mass distribution for the J/"!+!#!± final 
state (two entries per event) for exclusive events (|#E| < 4 GeV). The fitted curve 
is shown in red. The blue dashed line shows a fit of the background contribution 
[Eq. (3)] to the data excluding the signal range. (b) The probability to obtain the 
observed or a larger number of events due to a statistical fluctuation of the Poisso-
nian background with a mean value described by Eq. (4). (For interpretation of the 
colours in the figure(s), the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

where M = M J/"!+!# and m0 = M J/" + 2m! . We ignore possible 
contributions from other states like "(3770), "(4040), "(4160), 
X(4260), X(4360) and X(4660) since their branching fractions into 
J/"!! are too small [24] to significantly impact the shape of 
the observed mass distribution. The fit function has eight free pa-
rameters: the resonance mass and the number of events in each 
mass peak, the same width $M for both peaks and the param-
eters c1, c2, c3 describing the background shape. The yields for 
"(2S) and "X(3872) are determined to be N"(2S) = 24.2 ± 6.5
and N"X(3872) = 13.2 ± 5.2 events, and their masses are M"(2S) =
3683.7 ±6.5 MeV/c2 and M"X(3872) = 3860.4 ±10.0 MeV/c2, respec-
tively. The estimated mass values are consistent with the world 
average values for "(2S) and X(3872) [24]. The fit yields $M =
22.8 ± 6.9 MeV/c2 for the width. As this value is dominated by 
the experimental resolution, it appears su!cient to use the same 
width parameter for each Gaussian. In order to estimate the statis-
tical significance of the observed signals, the background function 
B(M) in Eq. (3) was fitted to the mass spectrum shown in Fig. 2(a) 
in the region below 5 GeV/c2, excluding the signal range from 
3.62 GeV/c2 to 3.90 GeV/c2. The probability p(M) to find a num-
ber of events equal or larger than observed in the mass window 
M ± #M , where #M = 30 MeV/c2, due to a statistical fluctuation, 
is shown in Fig. 2(b). In order to calculate p(M) we assume a Pois-
sonian background with the mean value

N̄(M) =
M+#M#

M##M

B(M ")dM ". (4)

The statistical significance for "(2S) and "X(3872), expressed 
in terms of the Gaussian standard deviation, is 6.9$ and 4.5$ , 
respectively. A possible contribution of systematic effects is not 
taken into account here and will be discussed later. We have 
repeated the fit keeping the mass separation of the two Gaus-
sians fixed to the mass difference between "(2S) and X(3872)
from Ref. [24], which did not significantly alter neither the mass 
value for the "(2S) nor the number of observed events for ei-
ther state: M"(2S) = 3680.9 ± 5.7 MeV/c2, N"(2S) = 24.9 ± 5.7 and 
N"X(3872) = 13.6 ± 4.8 events.
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Fig. 7. (a) Invariant mass spectra for the !+!! subsystem from the decay of !X(3872) (red squares) and "(2S) (blue circles) produced in reaction (2). The corresponding 
distributions for three-body phase–space decays are shown by the curves. (b) Invariant mass spectra for the !+!! subsystem from the decay of !X(3872) measured by 
COMPASS with the applied cut Mmiss > 3 GeV/c2 (red squares) and from the decay of X(3872) observed by ATLAS [22] (blue points). Both distributions are normalised to 
the same area.

tion that the fluxes of virtual photons for reactions (2) and (6) are 
the same. This assumption is supported by the similar shapes of 
the Q 2 and "s# N distributions in both cases. We can therefore 
relate the photo- and leptoproduction cross sections as follows:

$µ N#µ!X(3872)! N $

$µ N#µ J/" N
=

$# N#!X(3872)! N $

$# N# J/" N
. (7)

The cross section of the reaction # N # J/" N is known for our 
range of "

s# N ; it is 14.0 ± 1.6(stat) ± 2.5(syst) nb at "
s# N =

13.7 GeV [44]. Since this value was obtained for the production by 
a real-photon beam, we reduce it by a factor of 0.8 in order to take 
into account the Q 2 dependence of the cross section by using the 
parameterisation of Ref. [45] and the average photon virtuality in 
our samples of about 1 (GeV/c)2. Since the three charged pions ap-
pear only in the final state of reaction (2), the ratio of acceptances 
of the two reactions is in first approximation equal to the pion 
acceptance a! cubed. Based on previous COMPASS measurements 
and Monte Carlo simulations, we estimate a! = 0.6 ± 0.1(syst) as 
average over the geometrical detector acceptance and both target 
configurations. Thus we set

$# N#!X(3872)! N $ % B!X(3872)# J/"!!

$# N# J/"N
=

N!X(3872)

a3
! N J/"

, (8)

where N!X(3872) and N J/" are the respective numbers of observed 
!X(3872) and J/" events from exclusive production on quasi-free 
nucleons. The number N J/" is determined as 9.6 %103, with a sys-
tematic uncertainty of about 10% due to non-exclusive background 
in our data sample. The amount of COMPASS data used in this 
analysis is equivalent to about 14 pb!1 of the integrated luminos-
ity, when considering a real-photon beam of about 100 GeV inci-
dent energy scattering off free nucleons. Using the normalization 
procedure described in Ref. [35], we determine the cross section 
for the reaction # N # !X(3872)!±N $ multiplied by the branching 
fraction for the decay !X(3872) # J/"!+!! to be

$# N#!X(3872)! N $ %B!X(3872)# J/"!! = 71±28(stat)±39(syst) pb.

(9)

The statistical uncertainty is given by the uncertainty in the num-
ber of !X(3872) signal events, while the main contributions to the 
systematic uncertainty are: (i) 36 pb from the estimation of a3

! , 

(ii) 14 pb from the cross section for reaction (6), (iii) 7 pb from 
the estimation of N J/" .

Also, an upper limit is determined for the production rate of 
X(3872) in the reaction # N # X(3872)N , mentioned in Ref. [33], 
using the same procedure for normalization as described above. 
The result is

$# N#X(3872)N $ % BX(3872)# J/"!! < 2.9 pb (CL = 90%). (10)

In summary, in our study of the process depicted in Fig. 1
we observed the muoproduction of the state !X(3872) with a sta-
tistical significance of 4.1$ . The absolute production rate of this 
state in J/"!+!! mode was also measured. Its mass M!X(3872) =
3860.0 ±10.4 MeV/c2 and width %!X(3872) < 51 MeV/c2 CL=90% and 
decay mode !X(3872) # J/"!! are consistent with the X(3872). 
Our observed two-pion mass spectrum shows disagreement with 
previous experimental results for the X(3872). A possible explana-
tion could be that the observed state is the C = !1 partner of the 
X(3872) as predicted by a tetraquark model. The presented results 
demonstrate the physics potential of studying exotic charmonium-
like states in (virtual) photoproduction. However, an independent 
confirmation of the nature of the observed !X(3872) signal from 
high-precision experiments with high-energy virtual or real pho-
tons is required.
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Longitudinal double spin asymmetries in single hadron

quasi-real photoproduction at high pT

Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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2006 onwards, three contiguous target cells of length 30cm, 60cm and 30cm were used to minimise
systematic effects, with the polarisation in the outer cells being opposite to that in the central one. The
direction of the target polarisation was regularly flipped by reversing the solenoid field to compensate
for acceptance differences between the different target cells. At least once per year, the direction of the
polarisation was reversed relative to that of the solenoid field. The dilution factor f , which accounts for
the presence of unpolarisable material, amounts to typically 0.4 for the deuterated lithium target and to
0.16 for the ammonia one. It is calculated as the ratio of the cross section on polarisable deuteron or
proton to that on all target nuclei, corrected for unpolarised x and y dependent electromagnetic radiative
effects [22], where x is the Bjorken scaling variable and y the relative muon energy transfer. No further
radiative effects are taken into account. The momenta and angles of scattered muons and produced
hadrons were measured in the two-stage open forward spectrometer, where each stage includes a dipole
magnet with upstream and downstream tracking detectors.

3 Data Selection

In order to be selected, an event must have an interaction vertex that contains both incoming and scattered
muons and at least one hadron candidate track. The measured beam momentum is required to be in a
±20 GeV interval around the nominal value (±15 GeV in 2011). In order to equalise the flux through
each target cell, the extrapolated beam track is required to pass all target cells. Cuts on the position
of the vertex allow the selection of the target cell, in which the scattering occurred. Only events with
photon virtuality Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 are accepted. This kinematic region is referred to in the following
as quasi-real photoproduction region. In addition, y is required to be within 0.1 and 0.9, where the
lower limit removes events that are difficult to reconstruct and the upper limit removes the region where
electromagnetic radiative effects are large. These kinematic cuts result in a range of 10�5 < x < 0.02 and
a minimum mass squared of the hadronic final state, W 2, of 25 (GeV/c2)2. The hadron candidate track
must have pT > 0.7 GeV/c. The fraction z of the virtual photon energy carried by the hadron is required
to be in the range 0.2 < z < 0.8, where the lower limit is imposed to suppress the contribution from target
remnant hadronisation and the upper limit to reject badly reconstructed hadrons. The angle between the
direction of the hadron and that of the virtual photon is restricted to be in the range 10mrad < q <
120mrad, which corresponds to 2.4 > h > �0.1, where h is the pseudo-rapidity in the g⇤N centre-of-
mass system. After all selections, the final sample consists of 140 million events for the deuteron target
and 105 million for the proton target.

4 Asymmetry Calculation

The double-spin asymmetry of the cross sections for single hadron quasi-real photoproduction is de-
fined as ALL = (s⌧ � s✓)/(s⌧ +s✓) = Ds/s , where the symbols ⌧ and ✓ denote anti-parallel
and parallel spin directions, respectively, of the incident muon and the target deuteron or proton. This
asymmetry is evaluated using the same method as in our previous analyses [6]. The number of hadrons
produced in a target cell is related to ALL and to the spin independent cross section s = s⌧ + s✓:
Ni = aifinis(1+ fiPbPtiALL), where i = u1,d1,u2,d2. A target cell (u or d) with a given direction of the
target polarisation (1 or 2) has the acceptance ai, the incoming muon flux fi and the number of target
nucleons ni. For the two-cell target, u and d denotes upstream and downstream cell, respectively, while
for the three-cell target, u denotes the sum of the outer cells and d the central cell. The asymmetry ALL
is extracted from the second order equation that is obtained from the quantity (Nu1 ·Nd2)/(Nd1 ·Nu2). In
this relation, fluxes and acceptances cancel, provided that the ratio of acceptances of the two sets of cells
is equal for the two orientations of the solenoid field.

In order to minimise statistical uncertainties, all quantities entering the asymmetry are calculated for
each hadron using a weight factor wi = fiPb [23]. The muon beam polarisation Pb is obtained from a
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2006 onwards, three contiguous target cells of length 30cm, 60cm and 30cm were used to minimise
systematic effects, with the polarisation in the outer cells being opposite to that in the central one. The
direction of the target polarisation was regularly flipped by reversing the solenoid field to compensate
for acceptance differences between the different target cells. At least once per year, the direction of the
polarisation was reversed relative to that of the solenoid field. The dilution factor f , which accounts for
the presence of unpolarisable material, amounts to typically 0.4 for the deuterated lithium target and to
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effects [22], where x is the Bjorken scaling variable and y the relative muon energy transfer. No further
radiative effects are taken into account. The momenta and angles of scattered muons and produced
hadrons were measured in the two-stage open forward spectrometer, where each stage includes a dipole
magnet with upstream and downstream tracking detectors.

3 Data Selection

In order to be selected, an event must have an interaction vertex that contains both incoming and scattered
muons and at least one hadron candidate track. The measured beam momentum is required to be in a
±20 GeV interval around the nominal value (±15 GeV in 2011). In order to equalise the flux through
each target cell, the extrapolated beam track is required to pass all target cells. Cuts on the position
of the vertex allow the selection of the target cell, in which the scattering occurred. Only events with
photon virtuality Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 are accepted. This kinematic region is referred to in the following
as quasi-real photoproduction region. In addition, y is required to be within 0.1 and 0.9, where the
lower limit removes events that are difficult to reconstruct and the upper limit removes the region where
electromagnetic radiative effects are large. These kinematic cuts result in a range of 10�5 < x < 0.02 and
a minimum mass squared of the hadronic final state, W 2, of 25 (GeV/c2)2. The hadron candidate track
must have pT > 0.7 GeV/c. The fraction z of the virtual photon energy carried by the hadron is required
to be in the range 0.2 < z < 0.8, where the lower limit is imposed to suppress the contribution from target
remnant hadronisation and the upper limit to reject badly reconstructed hadrons. The angle between the
direction of the hadron and that of the virtual photon is restricted to be in the range 10mrad < q <
120mrad, which corresponds to 2.4 > h > �0.1, where h is the pseudo-rapidity in the g⇤N centre-of-
mass system. After all selections, the final sample consists of 140 million events for the deuteron target
and 105 million for the proton target.

4 Asymmetry Calculation

The double-spin asymmetry of the cross sections for single hadron quasi-real photoproduction is de-
fined as ALL = (s⌧ � s✓)/(s⌧ +s✓) = Ds/s , where the symbols ⌧ and ✓ denote anti-parallel
and parallel spin directions, respectively, of the incident muon and the target deuteron or proton. This
asymmetry is evaluated using the same method as in our previous analyses [6]. The number of hadrons
produced in a target cell is related to ALL and to the spin independent cross section s = s⌧ + s✓:
Ni = aifinis(1+ fiPbPtiALL), where i = u1,d1,u2,d2. A target cell (u or d) with a given direction of the
target polarisation (1 or 2) has the acceptance ai, the incoming muon flux fi and the number of target
nucleons ni. For the two-cell target, u and d denotes upstream and downstream cell, respectively, while
for the three-cell target, u denotes the sum of the outer cells and d the central cell. The asymmetry ALL
is extracted from the second order equation that is obtained from the quantity (Nu1 ·Nd2)/(Nd1 ·Nu2). In
this relation, fluxes and acceptances cancel, provided that the ratio of acceptances of the two sets of cells
is equal for the two orientations of the solenoid field.

In order to minimise statistical uncertainties, all quantities entering the asymmetry are calculated for
each hadron using a weight factor wi = fiPb [23]. The muon beam polarisation Pb is obtained from a
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systematic effects, with the polarisation in the outer cells being opposite to that in the central one. The
direction of the target polarisation was regularly flipped by reversing the solenoid field to compensate
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polarisation was reversed relative to that of the solenoid field. The dilution factor f , which accounts for
the presence of unpolarisable material, amounts to typically 0.4 for the deuterated lithium target and to
0.16 for the ammonia one. It is calculated as the ratio of the cross section on polarisable deuteron or
proton to that on all target nuclei, corrected for unpolarised x and y dependent electromagnetic radiative
effects [22], where x is the Bjorken scaling variable and y the relative muon energy transfer. No further
radiative effects are taken into account. The momenta and angles of scattered muons and produced
hadrons were measured in the two-stage open forward spectrometer, where each stage includes a dipole
magnet with upstream and downstream tracking detectors.

3 Data Selection

In order to be selected, an event must have an interaction vertex that contains both incoming and scattered
muons and at least one hadron candidate track. The measured beam momentum is required to be in a
±20 GeV interval around the nominal value (±15 GeV in 2011). In order to equalise the flux through
each target cell, the extrapolated beam track is required to pass all target cells. Cuts on the position
of the vertex allow the selection of the target cell, in which the scattering occurred. Only events with
photon virtuality Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 are accepted. This kinematic region is referred to in the following
as quasi-real photoproduction region. In addition, y is required to be within 0.1 and 0.9, where the
lower limit removes events that are difficult to reconstruct and the upper limit removes the region where
electromagnetic radiative effects are large. These kinematic cuts result in a range of 10�5 < x < 0.02 and
a minimum mass squared of the hadronic final state, W 2, of 25 (GeV/c2)2. The hadron candidate track
must have pT > 0.7 GeV/c. The fraction z of the virtual photon energy carried by the hadron is required
to be in the range 0.2 < z < 0.8, where the lower limit is imposed to suppress the contribution from target
remnant hadronisation and the upper limit to reject badly reconstructed hadrons. The angle between the
direction of the hadron and that of the virtual photon is restricted to be in the range 10mrad < q <
120mrad, which corresponds to 2.4 > h > �0.1, where h is the pseudo-rapidity in the g⇤N centre-of-
mass system. After all selections, the final sample consists of 140 million events for the deuteron target
and 105 million for the proton target.

4 Asymmetry Calculation

The double-spin asymmetry of the cross sections for single hadron quasi-real photoproduction is de-
fined as ALL = (s⌧ � s✓)/(s⌧ +s✓) = Ds/s , where the symbols ⌧ and ✓ denote anti-parallel
and parallel spin directions, respectively, of the incident muon and the target deuteron or proton. This
asymmetry is evaluated using the same method as in our previous analyses [6]. The number of hadrons
produced in a target cell is related to ALL and to the spin independent cross section s = s⌧ + s✓:
Ni = aifinis(1+ fiPbPtiALL), where i = u1,d1,u2,d2. A target cell (u or d) with a given direction of the
target polarisation (1 or 2) has the acceptance ai, the incoming muon flux fi and the number of target
nucleons ni. For the two-cell target, u and d denotes upstream and downstream cell, respectively, while
for the three-cell target, u denotes the sum of the outer cells and d the central cell. The asymmetry ALL
is extracted from the second order equation that is obtained from the quantity (Nu1 ·Nd2)/(Nd1 ·Nu2). In
this relation, fluxes and acceptances cancel, provided that the ratio of acceptances of the two sets of cells
is equal for the two orientations of the solenoid field.

In order to minimise statistical uncertainties, all quantities entering the asymmetry are calculated for
each hadron using a weight factor wi = fiPb [23]. The muon beam polarisation Pb is obtained from a
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2006 onwards, three contiguous target cells of length 30cm, 60cm and 30cm were used to minimise
systematic effects, with the polarisation in the outer cells being opposite to that in the central one. The
direction of the target polarisation was regularly flipped by reversing the solenoid field to compensate
for acceptance differences between the different target cells. At least once per year, the direction of the
polarisation was reversed relative to that of the solenoid field. The dilution factor f , which accounts for
the presence of unpolarisable material, amounts to typically 0.4 for the deuterated lithium target and to
0.16 for the ammonia one. It is calculated as the ratio of the cross section on polarisable deuteron or
proton to that on all target nuclei, corrected for unpolarised x and y dependent electromagnetic radiative
effects [22], where x is the Bjorken scaling variable and y the relative muon energy transfer. No further
radiative effects are taken into account. The momenta and angles of scattered muons and produced
hadrons were measured in the two-stage open forward spectrometer, where each stage includes a dipole
magnet with upstream and downstream tracking detectors.

3 Data Selection

In order to be selected, an event must have an interaction vertex that contains both incoming and scattered
muons and at least one hadron candidate track. The measured beam momentum is required to be in a
±20 GeV interval around the nominal value (±15 GeV in 2011). In order to equalise the flux through
each target cell, the extrapolated beam track is required to pass all target cells. Cuts on the position
of the vertex allow the selection of the target cell, in which the scattering occurred. Only events with
photon virtuality Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 are accepted. This kinematic region is referred to in the following
as quasi-real photoproduction region. In addition, y is required to be within 0.1 and 0.9, where the
lower limit removes events that are difficult to reconstruct and the upper limit removes the region where
electromagnetic radiative effects are large. These kinematic cuts result in a range of 10�5 < x < 0.02 and
a minimum mass squared of the hadronic final state, W 2, of 25 (GeV/c2)2. The hadron candidate track
must have pT > 0.7 GeV/c. The fraction z of the virtual photon energy carried by the hadron is required
to be in the range 0.2 < z < 0.8, where the lower limit is imposed to suppress the contribution from target
remnant hadronisation and the upper limit to reject badly reconstructed hadrons. The angle between the
direction of the hadron and that of the virtual photon is restricted to be in the range 10mrad < q <
120mrad, which corresponds to 2.4 > h > �0.1, where h is the pseudo-rapidity in the g⇤N centre-of-
mass system. After all selections, the final sample consists of 140 million events for the deuteron target
and 105 million for the proton target.

4 Asymmetry Calculation

The double-spin asymmetry of the cross sections for single hadron quasi-real photoproduction is de-
fined as ALL = (s⌧ � s✓)/(s⌧ +s✓) = Ds/s , where the symbols ⌧ and ✓ denote anti-parallel
and parallel spin directions, respectively, of the incident muon and the target deuteron or proton. This
asymmetry is evaluated using the same method as in our previous analyses [6]. The number of hadrons
produced in a target cell is related to ALL and to the spin independent cross section s = s⌧ + s✓:
Ni = aifinis(1+ fiPbPtiALL), where i = u1,d1,u2,d2. A target cell (u or d) with a given direction of the
target polarisation (1 or 2) has the acceptance ai, the incoming muon flux fi and the number of target
nucleons ni. For the two-cell target, u and d denotes upstream and downstream cell, respectively, while
for the three-cell target, u denotes the sum of the outer cells and d the central cell. The asymmetry ALL
is extracted from the second order equation that is obtained from the quantity (Nu1 ·Nd2)/(Nd1 ·Nu2). In
this relation, fluxes and acceptances cancel, provided that the ratio of acceptances of the two sets of cells
is equal for the two orientations of the solenoid field.

In order to minimise statistical uncertainties, all quantities entering the asymmetry are calculated for
each hadron using a weight factor wi = fiPb [23]. The muon beam polarisation Pb is obtained from a
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and 105 million for the proton target.
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The double-spin asymmetry of the cross sections for single hadron quasi-real photoproduction is de-
fined as ALL = (s⌧ � s✓)/(s⌧ +s✓) = Ds/s , where the symbols ⌧ and ✓ denote anti-parallel
and parallel spin directions, respectively, of the incident muon and the target deuteron or proton. This
asymmetry is evaluated using the same method as in our previous analyses [6]. The number of hadrons
produced in a target cell is related to ALL and to the spin independent cross section s = s⌧ + s✓:
Ni = aifinis(1+ fiPbPtiALL), where i = u1,d1,u2,d2. A target cell (u or d) with a given direction of the
target polarisation (1 or 2) has the acceptance ai, the incoming muon flux fi and the number of target
nucleons ni. For the two-cell target, u and d denotes upstream and downstream cell, respectively, while
for the three-cell target, u denotes the sum of the outer cells and d the central cell. The asymmetry ALL
is extracted from the second order equation that is obtained from the quantity (Nu1 ·Nd2)/(Nd1 ·Nu2). In
this relation, fluxes and acceptances cancel, provided that the ratio of acceptances of the two sets of cells
is equal for the two orientations of the solenoid field.

In order to minimise statistical uncertainties, all quantities entering the asymmetry are calculated for
each hadron using a weight factor wi = fiPb [23]. The muon beam polarisation Pb is obtained from a
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Fig. 2. The asymmetry ALL as a function of pT for charged hadron quasi-real photoproduction on the proton for three rapidity bins. The bands at the bottom indicate the 
systematic uncertainties, which are dominated by time dependent fluctuations (see Sec. 4). Top: positive hadron production; bottom: negative hadron production.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for the deuteron.

proton target in the years 2007 and 2011. Their pT -dependence 
in three rapidity bins spanning the full interval !0.1 < ! < 2.4
([!0.1, 0.45], [0.45, 0.9], and [0.9, 2.4]) is shown in Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3 for each target type and hadron charge.

We compare our asymmetries with theoretical calculations at 
NLO without threshold resummation based on the framework de-
scribed in Ref. [14] and summarised in the following. Using the 
code of Ref. [14], the asymmetries are computed in bins of pT
and ! as the ratio of polarised to unpolarised hadron cross sec-
tions, where a cross section is a convolution of the “muon–parton 
distribution function” f µ
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Here and below, spin-dependent quantities are denoted by the 
symbol # and will be referred to as polarised ones in the rest of 
the Letter (spin-independent ones as unpolarised). The processes 
involved in Eq. (1) can be classified into “direct” ones that are 
initiated by a quasi-real photon and “resolved” ones that are ini-
tiated by its fluctuation into partons. This classification is denoted 
by the subscript a (see Fig. 1). For direct processes, subscript a
refers to $ $ , and (#) f µ

$ $ is the probability for a muon to emit a 
quasi-real photon. For resolved processes, subscript a refers to q, 
q̄ or g , and (#) f µ

a is the convolution of this probability with a 
non-perturbative parton distribution of the photon, (#) f $ $

a . The 
polarised version of the latter is not known experimentally and 
hence taken to range between the positive and negative magni-
tude of the unpolarised one. This induces a small uncertainty in 
the theoretical calculations.

The values of the asymmetries are computed here using the fol-
lowing input distributions: the unpolarised parton distributions of 
the photon f $ $

a from GRS [24], the unpolarised nucleon PDFs f N
b

from CTEQ65 [25], the three polarised PDF sets from GRSV [26] as 
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2006 onwards, three contiguous target cells of length 30cm, 60cm and 30cm were used to minimise
systematic effects, with the polarisation in the outer cells being opposite to that in the central one. The
direction of the target polarisation was regularly flipped by reversing the solenoid field to compensate
for acceptance differences between the different target cells. At least once per year, the direction of the
polarisation was reversed relative to that of the solenoid field. The dilution factor f , which accounts for
the presence of unpolarisable material, amounts to typically 0.4 for the deuterated lithium target and to
0.16 for the ammonia one. It is calculated as the ratio of the cross section on polarisable deuteron or
proton to that on all target nuclei, corrected for unpolarised x and y dependent electromagnetic radiative
effects [22], where x is the Bjorken scaling variable and y the relative muon energy transfer. No further
radiative effects are taken into account. The momenta and angles of scattered muons and produced
hadrons were measured in the two-stage open forward spectrometer, where each stage includes a dipole
magnet with upstream and downstream tracking detectors.

3 Data Selection

In order to be selected, an event must have an interaction vertex that contains both incoming and scattered
muons and at least one hadron candidate track. The measured beam momentum is required to be in a
±20 GeV interval around the nominal value (±15 GeV in 2011). In order to equalise the flux through
each target cell, the extrapolated beam track is required to pass all target cells. Cuts on the position
of the vertex allow the selection of the target cell, in which the scattering occurred. Only events with
photon virtuality Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 are accepted. This kinematic region is referred to in the following
as quasi-real photoproduction region. In addition, y is required to be within 0.1 and 0.9, where the
lower limit removes events that are difficult to reconstruct and the upper limit removes the region where
electromagnetic radiative effects are large. These kinematic cuts result in a range of 10�5 < x < 0.02 and
a minimum mass squared of the hadronic final state, W 2, of 25 (GeV/c2)2. The hadron candidate track
must have pT > 0.7 GeV/c. The fraction z of the virtual photon energy carried by the hadron is required
to be in the range 0.2 < z < 0.8, where the lower limit is imposed to suppress the contribution from target
remnant hadronisation and the upper limit to reject badly reconstructed hadrons. The angle between the
direction of the hadron and that of the virtual photon is restricted to be in the range 10mrad < q <
120mrad, which corresponds to 2.4 > h > �0.1, where h is the pseudo-rapidity in the g⇤N centre-of-
mass system. After all selections, the final sample consists of 140 million events for the deuteron target
and 105 million for the proton target.

4 Asymmetry Calculation

The double-spin asymmetry of the cross sections for single hadron quasi-real photoproduction is de-
fined as ALL = (s⌧ � s✓)/(s⌧ +s✓) = Ds/s , where the symbols ⌧ and ✓ denote anti-parallel
and parallel spin directions, respectively, of the incident muon and the target deuteron or proton. This
asymmetry is evaluated using the same method as in our previous analyses [6]. The number of hadrons
produced in a target cell is related to ALL and to the spin independent cross section s = s⌧ + s✓:
Ni = aifinis(1+ fiPbPtiALL), where i = u1,d1,u2,d2. A target cell (u or d) with a given direction of the
target polarisation (1 or 2) has the acceptance ai, the incoming muon flux fi and the number of target
nucleons ni. For the two-cell target, u and d denotes upstream and downstream cell, respectively, while
for the three-cell target, u denotes the sum of the outer cells and d the central cell. The asymmetry ALL
is extracted from the second order equation that is obtained from the quantity (Nu1 ·Nd2)/(Nd1 ·Nu2). In
this relation, fluxes and acceptances cancel, provided that the ratio of acceptances of the two sets of cells
is equal for the two orientations of the solenoid field.

In order to minimise statistical uncertainties, all quantities entering the asymmetry are calculated for
each hadron using a weight factor wi = fiPb [23]. The muon beam polarisation Pb is obtained from a
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Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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Fig. 2. The asymmetry ALL as a function of pT for charged hadron quasi-real photoproduction on the proton for three rapidity bins. The bands at the bottom indicate the 
systematic uncertainties, which are dominated by time dependent fluctuations (see Sec. 4). Top: positive hadron production; bottom: negative hadron production.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for the deuteron.

proton target in the years 2007 and 2011. Their pT -dependence 
in three rapidity bins spanning the full interval !0.1 < ! < 2.4
([!0.1, 0.45], [0.45, 0.9], and [0.9, 2.4]) is shown in Fig. 2 and 
Fig. 3 for each target type and hadron charge.

We compare our asymmetries with theoretical calculations at 
NLO without threshold resummation based on the framework de-
scribed in Ref. [14] and summarised in the following. Using the 
code of Ref. [14], the asymmetries are computed in bins of pT
and ! as the ratio of polarised to unpolarised hadron cross sec-
tions, where a cross section is a convolution of the “muon–parton 
distribution function” f µ

a , the nucleon PDFs f N
b , the perturbative 

partonic cross sections "̂a+b"c+X , and the fragmentation functions 
(FF) Dh

c :

ALL(pT ,!) = d#" h

d" h
(pT ,!)

=
!

a,b,c # f µ
a # # f N

b # d#"̂a+b"c+X # Dh
c!

a,b,c f µ
a # f N

b # d"̂a+b"c+X # Dh
c

. (1)

Here and below, spin-dependent quantities are denoted by the 
symbol # and will be referred to as polarised ones in the rest of 
the Letter (spin-independent ones as unpolarised). The processes 
involved in Eq. (1) can be classified into “direct” ones that are 
initiated by a quasi-real photon and “resolved” ones that are ini-
tiated by its fluctuation into partons. This classification is denoted 
by the subscript a (see Fig. 1). For direct processes, subscript a
refers to $ $ , and (#) f µ

$ $ is the probability for a muon to emit a 
quasi-real photon. For resolved processes, subscript a refers to q, 
q̄ or g , and (#) f µ

a is the convolution of this probability with a 
non-perturbative parton distribution of the photon, (#) f $ $

a . The 
polarised version of the latter is not known experimentally and 
hence taken to range between the positive and negative magni-
tude of the unpolarised one. This induces a small uncertainty in 
the theoretical calculations.

The values of the asymmetries are computed here using the fol-
lowing input distributions: the unpolarised parton distributions of 
the photon f $ $

a from GRS [24], the unpolarised nucleon PDFs f N
b

from CTEQ65 [25], the three polarised PDF sets from GRSV [26] as 
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5, but for a deuteron target.

less affected [29]. A first estimation of the impact of threshold
resummation on our double spin asymmetries including so far only 
the direct processes [30] indicates a substantial dilution of the 
asymmetries, which may explain part of the discrepancy between 
experiment and theory for positive hadron production on the pro-
ton at low values of !.

6. Summary

In summary, we have presented in this Letter a new analysis 
of COMPASS data on polarised single-inclusive hadron quasi-real 
photoproduction, which in principle is well suited for an extrac-
tion of the gluon polarisation "G in the framework of collinear 
pQCD. Results for the longitudinal spin asymmetry ALL(pT ) on po-
larised protons and deuterons are given separately for positively 
and negatively charged hadrons, and in three rapidity bins. They 
are compared to theoretical calculations at NLO without threshold 
resummation and overall agreement is found with the calculations 
based on earlier GRSVstd and recent DSSV14 polarised PDF sets, 
and using the most recent FF set. Nevertheless, calculations includ-
ing full threshold resummation at NLL are needed before a mean-
ingful result on "G can be extracted quantitatively from our data.
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Fig. 4. Contributions of the six subprocesses a + b ! c + X described in Sec. 1 to the full NLO unpolarised (left) and polarised (right) photoproduction cross sections for a 
deuteron target. The polarised cross sections are computed using the polarised PDF set of Ref. [13].

Fig. 5. COMPASS asymmetries ALL for a proton target as a function of pT and in three rapidity bins, compared to NLO calculations based on Ref. [14] for different choices for 
the polarised PDFs (see text). Only statistical uncertainties are shown. Error bands on the theory curves represent the uncertainties due to the polarised parton distribution 
of the photon. Top: positive hadron production; bottom: negative hadron production.

in Ref. [14] (the “standard” set and the two sets for “maximum” 
[!g(x) = g(x)] and “minimum” [!g(x) = "g(x)] gluon distribu-
tion functions at input scale), as well as the most recent polarised 
PDF set DSSV14 from Ref. [13]. For the polarised PDF sets used, the 
integration over the range 0.05 < xg < 0.2, which is characteristic 
for the kinematic coverage of COMPASS in the gluon momentum 
fraction, yields the following “truncated” values of !G at a scale 
of 3 (GeV/c)2 : !GGRSVmin # "0.6, !GDSSV14 # 0.1, !GGRSVstd # 0.2, 
!GGRSVmax # 0.7. The other inputs that we changed with respect to 
Ref. [14] are the fragmentation functions Dh

c , for which we use the 
most recent parton-to-pion fragmentation set of Ref. [27], which 
best fits the recent COMPASS pion multiplicities [28]. We checked, 
as it was done in Ref. [14], that asymmetries for hadron and pion 
production are almost indistinguishable, so that it is safe to com-
pare our experimental data to theoretical asymmetries computed 
with a parton-to-pion FF set. The fractions of the total unpolarised 
(respectively polarised) cross section for the various individual 
subprocesses are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of pT . Although 
the unpolarised cross sections for processes involving gluons from 
the nucleon are not the dominant ones, the polarised cross section 
for the " g subprocess is large in magnitude for hadron production 
at high pT , which makes the study of such asymmetries relevant 
in the COMPASS kinematic region.

The computations of ALL(pT ) are performed at COMPASS kine-
matics using the same cuts as in the present data analysis, i.e., 
pT > 1 GeV/c, Q 2 < 1 (GeV/c)2, 0.1 < y < 0.9, 0.2 < z < 0.8. For 

consistency, we verified that when using the same inputs as in 
Ref. [14], we reproduce the asymmetry calculated there. The com-
putations are done separately for the production of positive and 
negative hadrons, and for three distinct bins in #: ["0.1, 0.45], 
[0.45, 0.9], and [0.9, 2.4]. The results of these computations are 
compared to the experimental asymmetries in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

The data are seen to be consistent with the NLO calculations of 
Ref. [14] using the most recent polarised PDF [13] and FF [27] sets, 
except for positive hadron production from the proton in the ra-
pidity range "0.1 < # < 0.9. Our data are also compared in Fig. 5
and Fig. 6 to calculations using earlier GRSV polarised PDFs [26]
to give an impression of their sensitivity to !G , which seems en-
hanced at higher values of #. A possible reason for the discrepancy 
seen at low # in positive hadron production from the proton may 
be that the model calculations had to be done without threshold 
resummation at NLL, as the formalism for the polarised case is 
not yet fully available. However, contrary to the unpolarised case 
where data can only be described by pQCD if threshold resum-
mation is included [18],23 spin asymmetries are expected to be 

23 In Ref. [19], the validity of the formalism [18] was verified in the full # and 
pT range covered by COMPASS kinematics. This statement does not suffer from 
slightly larger y and Q 2 cuts used in the present analysis to enhance statistics, as 
we checked that the asymmetries obtained for the two sets of cuts are compatible 
within statistical uncertainties.
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Longitudinal double spin asymmetries in single hadron

quasi-real photoproduction at high pT

Abstract

We measured the longitudinal double spin asymmetries ALL for single hadron muoproduction off
protons and deuterons at photon virtuality Q2 < 1(GeV/c)2 for transverse hadron momenta pT in the
range 1 GeV/c to 4 GeV/c. They were determined using COMPASS data taken with a polarised muon
beam of 160 GeV/c or 200 GeV/c impinging on polarised 6LiD or NH3 targets. The experimental
asymmetries are compared to next-to-leading order pQCD calculations, and are sensitive to the gluon
polarisation DG inside the nucleon in the range of the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons
0.05 < xg < 0.2.
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• hadron pT>1 GeV 

• Q2<1 GeV2

PLB 753 (2016) 573–579 

• NLO predictions: 
B. Jager et al. Eur. Phys. J. C 44 (2005) 533..

• photon PDF: GRS 
• spin-independent PDF CTEQ6M 
• FF: D. de Florian et al. PRD 91 (2015) 014035 
• spin-dependent PDFs: 

• GRSVmin: Δg(x)=-g(x) (ΔG=-0.6) 
• GRSVmax: Δg(x)=g(x) (ΔG=0.7) 
• GRSVstd: (ΔG=0.2) 
• GRSVDSSV14: (ΔG=0.1) 24
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2006 onwards, three contiguous target cells of length 30cm, 60cm and 30cm were used to minimise
systematic effects, with the polarisation in the outer cells being opposite to that in the central one. The
direction of the target polarisation was regularly flipped by reversing the solenoid field to compensate
for acceptance differences between the different target cells. At least once per year, the direction of the
polarisation was reversed relative to that of the solenoid field. The dilution factor f , which accounts for
the presence of unpolarisable material, amounts to typically 0.4 for the deuterated lithium target and to
0.16 for the ammonia one. It is calculated as the ratio of the cross section on polarisable deuteron or
proton to that on all target nuclei, corrected for unpolarised x and y dependent electromagnetic radiative
effects [22], where x is the Bjorken scaling variable and y the relative muon energy transfer. No further
radiative effects are taken into account. The momenta and angles of scattered muons and produced
hadrons were measured in the two-stage open forward spectrometer, where each stage includes a dipole
magnet with upstream and downstream tracking detectors.

3 Data Selection

In order to be selected, an event must have an interaction vertex that contains both incoming and scattered
muons and at least one hadron candidate track. The measured beam momentum is required to be in a
±20 GeV interval around the nominal value (±15 GeV in 2011). In order to equalise the flux through
each target cell, the extrapolated beam track is required to pass all target cells. Cuts on the position
of the vertex allow the selection of the target cell, in which the scattering occurred. Only events with
photon virtuality Q2 < 1 (GeV/c)2 are accepted. This kinematic region is referred to in the following
as quasi-real photoproduction region. In addition, y is required to be within 0.1 and 0.9, where the
lower limit removes events that are difficult to reconstruct and the upper limit removes the region where
electromagnetic radiative effects are large. These kinematic cuts result in a range of 10�5 < x < 0.02 and
a minimum mass squared of the hadronic final state, W 2, of 25 (GeV/c2)2. The hadron candidate track
must have pT > 0.7 GeV/c. The fraction z of the virtual photon energy carried by the hadron is required
to be in the range 0.2 < z < 0.8, where the lower limit is imposed to suppress the contribution from target
remnant hadronisation and the upper limit to reject badly reconstructed hadrons. The angle between the
direction of the hadron and that of the virtual photon is restricted to be in the range 10mrad < q <
120mrad, which corresponds to 2.4 > h > �0.1, where h is the pseudo-rapidity in the g⇤N centre-of-
mass system. After all selections, the final sample consists of 140 million events for the deuteron target
and 105 million for the proton target.

4 Asymmetry Calculation

The double-spin asymmetry of the cross sections for single hadron quasi-real photoproduction is de-
fined as ALL = (s⌧ � s✓)/(s⌧ +s✓) = Ds/s , where the symbols ⌧ and ✓ denote anti-parallel
and parallel spin directions, respectively, of the incident muon and the target deuteron or proton. This
asymmetry is evaluated using the same method as in our previous analyses [6]. The number of hadrons
produced in a target cell is related to ALL and to the spin independent cross section s = s⌧ + s✓:
Ni = aifinis(1+ fiPbPtiALL), where i = u1,d1,u2,d2. A target cell (u or d) with a given direction of the
target polarisation (1 or 2) has the acceptance ai, the incoming muon flux fi and the number of target
nucleons ni. For the two-cell target, u and d denotes upstream and downstream cell, respectively, while
for the three-cell target, u denotes the sum of the outer cells and d the central cell. The asymmetry ALL
is extracted from the second order equation that is obtained from the quantity (Nu1 ·Nd2)/(Nd1 ·Nu2). In
this relation, fluxes and acceptances cancel, provided that the ratio of acceptances of the two sets of cells
is equal for the two orientations of the solenoid field.

In order to minimise statistical uncertainties, all quantities entering the asymmetry are calculated for
each hadron using a weight factor wi = fiPb [23]. The muon beam polarisation Pb is obtained from a
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Interesting physics to be done in photoproduction!

• Access to spin-independent PDFs via charm and beauty production 

• Access to GPDs via exclusive processes 

• Search for new resonance states 

• Access to gluon spin-dependent PDF via double-spin asymmetries of high-pT 
hadrons
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than one D! candidate, the jet algorithm is run separately
for each candidate, and all candidates for which the dijet se-
lection criteria are fulfilled enter the !M distribution. The
pseudorapidity of the D! jet is restricted to the same range
as is used for the D! meson, |"(D! jet)| < 1.5. In addition
to the D! jet a second jet is required. Both jets have to sa-
tisfy pT (jet) > 3.5 GeV. If there is more than one jet that
does not contain the D! meson, the one with the highest
pT (jet) is chosen as the other jet. The pseudorapidity of the
other jet has to be in the range "1.5 < "(other jet) < 2.9.
The invariant mass Mjj of the D! jet and the other jet is
required to satisfy Mjj > 6 GeV in order to select jets from
the partons originating from the hard interaction. More de-
tails on the selection of the D!-tagged dijet sample can be
found in [67].

The number of D!-tagged dijets is extracted from the
!M distribution of the D! candidates with the same pro-

cedure as used for the inclusive D! measurement. The !M

distribution for the selected events in the dijet sample is
shown in Fig. 1(b). The fit yields a signal of 3937 ± 114 D!

mesons.
The kinematic range of the inclusive D! measurement

and of the D!-tagged dijet measurement are summarised in
Table 3.

5 Cross section determination and systematic errors

The bin averaged visible differential cross section with re-
spect to a variable Y (with bin width !Y ) is calculated ac-
cording to

d#vis(ep # eD! + X)

dY
= N(D!)(1 " r)

!Y · L · B R · $ (1)

Fig. 2 Single differential D!

cross section as a function of
pT (D!), "(D!), W%p , and
z(D!) compared to PYTHIA and
CASCADE predictions. Here and
in the following figures the inner
error bar depicts the statistical
error and the outer shows the
statistical, uncorrelated
systematic and normalisation
uncertainty added in quadrature.
The normalised ratio Rnorm (see
text) is also shown

• PYTHIA: 
• LO 
• collinear factorisation 
• direct+resolved 
• mc=0 
• proton PDF: CTEQ6L 
• photon PDF: GRV-G LO

• CASCADE: 
• LO 
• kt factorisation 
• direct 
• proton PDF: A0

Eur. Phys. J. C 72 (2012) 1995
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solution for the D0 mass reconstruction. They agree within
2 %, which is assigned as uncertainty.

Reflections: The amount of reflections r from decay modes
of the D0 meson other than D0 ! K"!± amounts to
3.8 % in the simulation [68]. It is independent of kinematic
quantities within 1 %, which is used as systematic uncer-
tainty.

Background from deep inelastic scattering: The background
originating from deep inelastic scattering events is esti-
mated with the RAPGAP [69] MC generator. It is found
to be below 1 %, which is not subtracted but treated as an
uncertainty.

dE/dx cut: The efficiency of the cut on the dE/dx like-
lihood of the kaon candidate is studied for data and MC
simulation in bins of the transverse momentum of the D#

meson. The relative difference of 1.5 % is corrected for in
the MC sample. An uncertainty of 0.5 % is assigned, co-
vering the possible pT (D#) dependence of this correction.

Hadronic energy scale: The energy scale of the hadronic fi-
nal state has an uncertainty of 2 % leading to an uncertainty
of the cross section of 0.6 % in the inclusive D# sample and
of 2.0 % in the D#-tagged dijet sample.

Table 6 Bin averaged double differential cross sections for inclusive
D# production in bins of "(D#) for three ranges in pT (D#) with their
statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties. The normalisation
uncertainty of 6.0 % is not included

H1 inclusive D# cross sections

"(D#) range d2#/d"dpT

[nb/GeV]
Stat. [%] Sys. [%]

1.8 $ pT (D#) < 2.5 GeV

%1.5 %1.0 13 ±12 ±14

%1.0 %0.5 12 ±12 ±14

%0.5 0.0 14 ±11 ±13

0.0 0.5 10 ±16 ±13

0.5 1.5 7.8 ±18 ±13

2.5 $ pT (D#) < 4.5 GeV

%1.5 %1.0 2.2 ±6 ±9

%1.0 %0.5 3.0 ±4 ±9

%0.5 0.0 3.6 ±5 ±9

0.0 0.5 3.0 ±5 ±9

0.5 1.0 2.3 ±7 ±9

1.0 1.5 1.8 ±14 ±9

4.5 $ pT (D#) < 12.5 GeV

%1.5 %1.0 0.070 ±10 ±12

%1.0 %0.5 0.14 ±6 ±11

%0.5 0.0 0.22 ±6 ±11

0.0 0.5 0.24 ±5 ±11

0.5 1.0 0.18 ±6 ±11

1.0 1.5 0.11 ±10 ±12

Model: For the determination of the cross section the
PYTHIA and CASCADE predictions are reweighted to de-
scribe the data distributions where necessary. For the cor-
rection of the data the efficiency from the PYTHIA MC
is used. The difference to the efficiency from CASCADE is
taken as a systematic uncertainty. It amounts to 2 % (1.5 %)
for the total inclusive D# (D#-tagged dijet) cross section.

Fig. 4 Double differential D# cross section as a function of "(D#) for
three bins of pT (D#) compared to PYTHIA and CASCADE predictions

Fig. 5 Double differential D# cross section as a function of "(D#) for
three bins of pT (D#) compared to the next-to-leading order predictions
of FMNR, GMVFNS and MC@NLO

Eur. Phys. J. C 72 (2012) 1995
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of the data (luminosity, branching ratio and half of the track-
ing uncertainty) cancel. Similarly, uncertainty sources of the
NLO predictions altering the normalisation only do not af-
fect Rnorm since for each variation the total and the differen-
tial cross section are varied simultaneously.

The single differential cross sections are compared to
the predictions of the LO MC simulations in Fig. 2. The
steep decrease of the cross section with increasing transverse
momentum pT (D!) is reasonably reproduced by PYTHIA,
while CASCADE falls slightly slower than the data. Both MC
simulations describe the shape of the observed !(D!) dis-
tribution within uncertainties. The cross section decreases
as a function of the "p centre-of-mass energy W"p , as ex-
pected from the photon flux in the equivalent photon ap-
proximation [70–72]. CASCADE predicts a smaller fraction
of D! mesons being produced at small inelasticities z(D!),
similar to what has been observed in deep inelastic scatter-

ing at HERA [68]. All distributions are reasonably well de-
scribed by PYTHIA.

A comparison of the single differential cross sections to
the predictions of the NLO calculations is shown in Fig. 3.
For all measured quantities the precision of the measure-
ment presented here is much better than the estimated un-
certainty of the NLO calculations. The uncertainty of the
NLO predictions is dominated by the variation of the renor-
malisation scale µr , which has a large effect on the abso-
lute cross section, while the differences in the shapes tend
to be smaller. Within these large theoretical uncertainties,
both the FMNR and GMVFNS predictions agree with the
measured cross section as a function of pT (D!), while the
MC@NLO underestimates the data at small pT (D!). The
pT (D!) shape is best described by the GMVFNS calcula-
tion, while FMNR and MC@NLO predict a harder spec-
trum than observed in data as can be seen in the ratio

Fig. 6 Single differential cross
section for D!-tagged dijet
production as a function of pT

and ! of the D! jet and the
other jet compared to PYTHIA
and CASCADE predictions. The
normalised ratio Rnorm (see
text) is also shown

D* tagged dijet results
Eur. Phys. J. C 72 (2012) 1995
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Fig. 8 Single differential cross
section for D!-tagged dijet
production as a function of the
difference in pseudorapidity !"
and in azimuthal angle !#
between the other jet and the
D! jet, the mass MX and x$

compared to PYTHIA and
CASCADE predictions. The
normalised ratio Rnorm (see
text) is also shown

as a function of |!#| shows a significant contribution away
from the back-to-back configuration at |!#| " 180#. Such
a configuration can be described by models which include
significant contributions from higher order QCD radiation
or a transverse momentum of the gluon in the initial state.
Whereas PYTHIA predicts a too small relative contribution
of these configurations, CASCADE overestimates them. The
prediction from MC@NLO, shown in Fig. 9(b), agrees well
in shape with the measurement.

The cross section as a function of the invariant mass MX

is reasonably well described by the predictions of CASCADE

and PYTHIA in the region of MX < 120 GeV, whereas the
measured cross section is larger than the predictions for the
highest MX bin. The large MX region is correlated with the
region of small x$ , where also the predictions are below
the measurement. MC@NLO predicts a different shape for

MX and is not able to describe the shape of the x$ distribu-
tion.

The |!#| dependence of the cross sections in two regions
of x$ is presented in Table 9 and in Fig. 10. PYTHIA is in
agreement with the data. CASCADE overestimates the con-
tribution from small |!#| in both x$ regions. MC@NLO
describes the shape well in the region of small x$ , where re-
solved photon processes are enhanced, but is too low in nor-
malisation. At large x$ values MC@NLO predicts the size
of the cross section correctly, but overestimates the contri-
bution from small |!#|.

The cross sections for D!-tagged dijet production show
that in general both hard partons in the final state can be de-
scribed reasonably well by the QCD predictions, while the
details and especially the correlations between the D! jet
and the other jet are not described very well by these theo-
retical calculations.
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D* tagged dijet correlations
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Figure 5: Templates used to separate the light quarks (uds) from the heavy quark flavours as
obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation. For the definition of the background enhanced regions
B1-B3 and the signal enhanced region S see table 3 and text.
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Rmax(e1,e2)
E,cone Dmin(e1,e2)

ele

0.825! 0.875 0.875! 1.0
150! 350% B1 B3
0! 150% B2 S

Table 3: Definition of the four regions used to constrain mainly the uds background.

5.2 Quark Flavour Separation

For the discrimination of the bb̄ signal against remaining background from misidentified elec-
trons and for the separation of the different quark-flavour components contributing to the di-
electron signature, a template method is used. Several independent phase space regions are
defined such that individual background sources are enhanced in certain regions of the phase
space and can be tested while other contributions are suppressed. Finally the b-signal (“beauty”)
and the background contributions are obtained by an unfolding procedure. Background sources
determined by this method are the production of light quarks (“uds”), open charm production
(“charm”) and the production of J/!-mesons (“J/!”). The uds background contains also a
small fraction of charm and beauty events, where at least one electron candidate does not origi-
nate from a semi-electronic heavy quark decay.

5.2.1 Fraction of Light Quarks

In order to determine the background contributions due to misidentified electrons the data sam-
ple is grouped in four regions B1, B2, B3 and S using different electron quality criteria on
Dmin(e1,e2)

ele and Rmax(e1,e2)
E,cone , see table 3. Dmin(e1,e2)

ele and Rmax(e1,e2)
E,cone are the minimum and maxi-

mum value ofDele andRE,cone respectively, of the two electron candidates, which form the elec-
tron pair. B1, B2 and B3 are background enhanced regions and S denotes the electron signal
enhanced region, which is defined by tight electron identification and isolation cuts. Templates
for the determination of the background fractions are obtained from Monte Carlo simulations,
see figure 5. More than 70% of the beauty, charm and J/! events populate the signal enhanced
bin S, since these events contain genuine electrons. The uds events are enriched in the three
background bins B1, B2 and B3, due to misidentified electrons. The measured number of
events in these three background bins constrain mainly the uds background fraction.

5.2.2 Heavy Quark Fractions

In the signal enhanced region S, the individual contributions from beauty, charm and J/! can be
disentangled by investigating the charge product, qe1 · qe2, of the e±-candidates, their azimuthal
separation !"e1,e2 = |"e1 ! "e2|, and their invariant mass me1,e2. Templates of the different
background sources and of the beauty signal, which are all restricted to the signal enhanced
region S, are shown in figure 6 as function of the invariant massme1,e2 and the signed azimuthal
separation!"e1,e2 · qe1 · qe2.
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Beauty near threshold: background
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Figure 6: Templates in the plane !!e1,e2 · qe1 · qe2, me1,e2 and restricted to the signal enhanced
region S used to separate the heavy quark flavours as obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation.
Also shown is the bin numbering S1-S12 of the 12 subregions of S. For the definition of the
signal enhanced region S see table 3 and text. The two vertical lines indicate the peak invariant
mass region of the J/" ! e+e! decays.
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Figure 6: Templates in the plane !!e1,e2 · qe1 · qe2, me1,e2 and restricted to the signal enhanced
region S used to separate the heavy quark flavours as obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation.
Also shown is the bin numbering S1-S12 of the 12 subregions of S. For the definition of the
signal enhanced region S see table 3 and text. The two vertical lines indicate the peak invariant
mass region of the J/" ! e+e! decays.
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Figure 7: Structure of the response matrixA used to solve the matrix equation y = A ·x+b by
unfolding. The indicated numbers specify the number of used bins. The sub-binning in y given
by the Flavour Separator allows the discrimination of the beauty signal from the uds, charm and
J/! backgrounds. See text for details.
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Beauty near threshold: unfolding and fitting

Figure 8: Number of di-electron events in the background and signal enhanced regions as de-
fined in table 3. Data are represented as points with the statistical error indicated by the error
bars. Also shown in colour is the decompositions of the event yields as determined by the
unfolding procedure.
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Beauty near-threshold results
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Figure 12: Differential beauty cross section d!/d!PT (b)" shown as function of the quadrati-
cally averaged transverse momentum of the beauty quarks !PT (b)" (upper part). The data are
represented by points with inner vertical error bars representing the statistical errors and outer
error bars representing the total error. The vertical gray lines indicate the bin boundaries in
!PT (b)" of each data point and the points are shown at the bin centred positions. The data are
compared to the FMNR NLO QCD calculation (solid line) with the uncertainty represented as
shaded band. Also shown is the ratio of the measured cross section to the calculated NLO QCD
prediction, d!measured

d!PT (b)" /
d!NLO QCD

d!PT (b)" (lower part).
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• FMNR 
• NLO 
• massive scheme  
• proton PDF: CTEQ6M 
• photon PDF: GRV-G HO


